Q & A about Med Beds answered by Skye Prince
This pdf contains questions from participants of a telegram channel
and answers by a nurse active in the Secret Space Program

Invitation to the MED BED group.
️️ The Host Skye has personally benefited from using Med Beds in the Secret Space
Program & she's also treated patients with them, as an RN. She lends readers her
familiarity and answers questions. Another member has created a PDF of all of Skye's
content so that anyone can catch up by reading the cliff notes. And a ton of info is
already available in PINNED posts. An education in Med Bed technologies awaits you!
You're welcome to join. ⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️
️
https://t.me/joinchat/Vuf50us7Cx9jYzFl
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Sample photo of a med bed:

June 10th 2021
Q: In one of your videos you mentioned that med beds would be ineffective for people who have had
the vaccine. Are you still of that opinion?
Skye: There are many different opinions regarding this issue. I was originally informed that med beds
could not reverse the damaged caused by the vaxs, that the beds could only assist with the effects of the
damage. Since that video I've since had discussions that the beds can in fact reverse the damage caused
by the vaxs, However those who have been vaxxed will NOT be a priority to those who have natural
injuries, illnesses or disease as they chose to be injected with ample information about potential
dangers with the vax and still made the choice
Q: Any of us would like to purchase this technology to heal people in our local communities. First
what kind of training does it take to operate a med bed and do you know anything about availability
in the near future?
Skye: First up what people need to understand is med beds are extremely advanced medical technology.
At first med beds will only be available to specific healing centres and not available to purchase for
your own clinic or home. Like all advanced medical technology there is quite a bit of training needed to
safely use it including a substantial amount of knowledge regarding biological, medical, disease, etc.
For someone with no medical training your looking at at least 12 to 18 months of training. When they
are first rolled out, it will be used only by professional medical staff trained by the military personnel.
Q: Thank you Skye. There are going to be a lot of us wanting to purchase them and as you said they
are not for home but at a healing centre. How are we able to get a hold of them or be able to visit them.
There are a lot of people with serious illnesses here and I’m included as I have two brain tumours.
What are the chances of people like me being cured Skye?
Skye: You will not be able to purchase one for quite some time as they will be used on a triage basis,
so the real sick take priority. When they are made public, each country will have a central center where
you book an appointment for the consultation which will involve a medical history, full body exam, etc

then your information will be entered into a quantum computer in which the computer will decide
based on urgency and what you are having done as to when you use the bed in a center nearest you.
Q: I know someone who is working with Simon Parkes and they are bringing the first med beds out in
July/August in California and Florida. Have you heard this?
Skye: Yes every country is in the process of having them installed.
Q: What type of Medical personnel are required? MD, Natural Path, Surgeon? Etc?
Skye: Any type of medical professional.
Q: Ah ok thank you. So do you know of any way to fund them with no involvement or is that covered
already.
Skye: Nesara gesara is the funding.
Q: The facilities these beds are going to, what is being done about the administration of the facilities
that if this is an existing hospital, will not manipulate the medbeds for those who are rich. My concern
is the majority of hospitals are run by bean counters who only care about the bottom line and not about
the individuals who are ill. Those who need it often the most are turned away from lack of funds? Are
these the same places that have been pushing or forcing the VAX? It will be hard to trust these places
to do the right thing. I think this is pretty much why so many of us want to get facilities made for lack
of trust on what to believe from Doctors and Hospitals.
Skye: They are being set up in specialised healing centres first away from the current health care
system. When the med beds and other advahealing tech is disclosed hospitals, big pharma, etc will be
phased out.
Q: I think it would be a clinic run by the military.
Skye: The clinic will be run by the militaries medical departments alongside benevolent extraterrestrial
beings and those who will be using the beds as practitioners have already and will be chosen by these
beings. Later down the track, there will be courses and job openings.
Q: From, what I’ve been reading, it seems like there are different types of beds and some need more
advanced training and some don’t? I’ve read and have been told that it’s not required to have a
medical person run it...(perhaps have a person like a medical director available at all times to monitor
for emergencies.). Are you referring to a particular type of med bed or all med beds?
Skye: A person cannot operate medical technology without knowledge of medical stuff. See the issue
is, say you have a patient come in that is in heart failure or has severe injuries from a car accident, you
need to know initial first aid, you need to know how to treat and handle that patient especially in the
waiting area, etc. What if someone as your sedating them goes into cardiac arrest, etc. You need to
know how to read certain anomalies the bed is picking up. Many people talking about using the beds
don't understand its MEDICAL technology and they think all they have to do is push a single button.
Its not like that at all.
Q: How available will these beds be? Will we be able to buy some right away? Also what would be
the price range? Thank you. <3
Skye: No, they will not be able to be purchased for some time after the initial roll out. As for cost, there
is no word on that

Q: Good day! My questions: Who will operate these beds? What role, if any, will current allopathic
physicians and nurses play? What type of education/training is needed to operate the beds and the
counseling and post-care? Thank you.
Skye: There will definitely be pre and post counselling when using the best depending on what you are
having done
Q: Why are they so expensive when they are to heal humanity? These people who seriously need it ,
like myself, can't afford to be healed.
Skye: They will cost nothing to use.
Q: I hope it’s the unvaccinated from Covid first from the most serious first with terminal patients to
disabled people that can’t walk or use there limbs first. God I hope they are available soon.
Skye: Unvaccinated will take priority over vaccinated.
Q: I personally find it too judge mental to say the vaccinated don’’t “deserve” treatment in the med
beds!! Shame on you all who claim to be humanitarians! I will stand up right here and admit that I
work currently in allopathic medicine. We were in the thick of the infections, with people dying. I read
the research released by our national leadership, and the (evidently)faked research looked great, so, for
my own and my family’s protection, I took the vaccine quite early in the rollout, as it was offered in my
own turn. Again, perhaps you should search your hearts. So far, I am blessed to say I cannot tell that I
have any bad effects; nor have I contracted COVID. However, I think you owe others and myself an
apology.
Skye: Who said anything about the vaccinated not deserving treatment? If people who has suffered side
effects from willingly injected poison into their bodies when tons of information has been available
regarding potential dangers for some time, that unfortunately is not good. However those who were
born with severe illnesses, disease , etc did not willingly do it to themselves. Its not judgemental at all.
People chose it knowing the risks.
Q: I believe you are good but most did it out of fear, I have a brother and sister who took it and if I had
a medbed I would offer it to those who had real injuries because neither did anything but fall for the
fear.
Skye: Exactly. Its not judgemental or cold hearted. People make choices all the time and we have to
live with the consequences of our choices at least until we have the opportunity to make it right.
Q: How do we get it to the homeless who are forgetten, and the veterans with PTSD. these people will
not go to these exams they know they can't afford them and probably don't listen to TV.
Skye: There will be humanitarian teams who will go to these people, no one is left behind.
Q: Again, I realize those decisions are not up to me. And, so far, I do not seem to be vaccine-injured.
But surely health care workers who were on the front lines of this attack who are injured should be
given consideration!
Skye: Of course but they will be triaged the same as everyone else who was vaccinated.
Q: You will also need to realize, with Nesara/Gesara there won't be a lot of what we see now. There
won't be homeless, panhandlers, poverty and suffering, starvation. EVERYTHING will be changing.
Like we were told in many RV groups by gurus, some things we have/had on our lists to help with, will
no longer exist. The Whales, New Governments, etc., will be stepping in to aid in a LOT of this.

Skye: Exactly
Q: Thank you for your time helping us today. Many of us in this group want to have humanitarian
projects that are in and the med bed/healing space. What about the celestial chambers will we be able
to purchase those and install them? With 300 million people in the US alone there is a large demand for
this technology. How can we be a part of it?
Skye: I cannot answer about the celestial chambers as they are not my department. When they are made
public all you can do is put forward your application then go from there.
Q: Of course. I meant no offense. Earlier in this conversation I caught a bit of an attitude from one of
the writers about those who were stupid enough to be vaccinated. It probably wasn’t intended at all.
And, excuse me, but as early as February there was NOT tons of evidence against the vaccine,
especially if you were a nurse on the front lines. Many died. Many were afraid for their families.
Many worked horrific jobs and horrific hours and had not time to sort out that information and follow
the alternative news. I just don’t think this is a time for judgement, and we need to love each other and
work together. Skye, I appreciate all of your excellent information and you sharing it with us. I, as a
healer, love that people really will be healed! But we won’t be treating addicts judgementally; or others
who have made poor judgements in their lives. So I just don’t think we should make those judgements
against the vaccinated. Now, I will bow out of this. I am passionate as a nurse practitioner when I
advocate for nurses!!! They ARE and WERE our front-line workers!!!
Skye: I'm a nurse too! Its not myself who is deciding to place the severe of the unvaccinated before the
severe of the vaccinated. This decision has come from the galactics and their decisions been based
upon soul contracts, karma and awakening in each soul.
Q: I hope they are mass producing the beds so they will be readily available to us.
Skye: They are being replicated using advanced et technology. They can make i believe something like
1,000 per day.
Q: Thank you Skye, we are all so excited about this new technology and how we can help it become
available to the world!
Skye: Until they are released publicly, there is not much we can do.
Q: From what I am reading, Skye, it isn't being 'judgemental' against vaxxers, correct. It's who has the
greatest need. If a vaxxer is needing a bed because they got vaxxed, but there are Cancer patients, of
course the Cancer patients are top priority, correct? It's not saying Vaxxers can't, it's priority of
conditions. Is that correct?
Skye: That is absolutely correct.
Q: OK thank you. Do you know what those celestial chambers do or how we can find out more about
them?
Skye: Not sure but I believe jared rand has plenty of information.
Q: Can you please tell us a bit about the procedure, like how long it takes to be on the bed and if the
healing effects are immediate or the person's health gets better over time as it is kind of a reactivation
of their health?
Skye: So basically procedures last anywhere between a few minutes to about 15 hours depending on
what your having done. So you ring your national centre and they will set up the initial consultation

with your nearest center, when you get to the consultation they will go through medical history, you
will have a full body scan usually wearing a type of hospital gown that only last a few minutes, then
they will discuss the findings of the scan and then your details and results and what you want done will
all be entered in the computer. Then the computer will decide on where you will be placed on the list
and you will be notified of your treatment date, time and place.
On the day of your treatment, when you arrive you'll be asked to change into a gown and given a light
sedative then when you get on the bed, a sleeping gas will be released and this gas will keep you asleep
for the duration of your treatment. When the treatment is complete you will be moved to the recovery
area and seen by medical professionals and counsellors depending on what type of procedyou had.
Q: I realize that you are recently awake however, there are some (like myself) who have researched
data for decades. There was plenty of information out there, people weren’t interested or simply
trusting their government. There are over 50% of first line responders in many countries who never
chose to get the jab.
There are many of us who have significant health challenges- immobility - ptsd - you name it, who still
chose not to take anything to make ourselves sicker. That’s who I believe that Skye is referring to.
Skye: Correct
Q: I may have missed this, but are the Med Beds the ones that can replace/grow limbs and organs?
Skye: Yes
Q: Wonderful! And you stated that they will be free to the public so no need for us to include them in
our humanitarian projects?
Skye: Some humanitarian projects will include them but not all.

June 11th 2021
Q: Yes, I guess you may have misunderstood what I was trying to ask. It seems people can be trained
specifically for a particular bed. Some have many years and some have a few months, a year, or two's
training in the medical field. That's why I mentioned having a person who is a medical director.
Anyway, thank you for your answer. You've been working on those particular beds. I'm hearing and
reading different things and was trying to figure out what's what.
Skye: People will be trained in all the beds as each center will have multiple beds and each staff
member needs to be trained to operate all
Q: Can a med bed repair joints? (Hip knee replacement etc) Can they help regrow teeth? Can you
speak to the versions that make you younger? How long does a session typically last? Is the patient
sedated? Can they repair brain damage?
Skye: Med beds can repair anything from teeth to hair to eyes to organs to joints to muscles, they can
re-grow limbs and repair spinal damage, they can also age regress someone by approximately 30 years
while keeping all memories and knowledge
Q: I am sorry but who are you in this and how are you sure of what you say ? Some of this is
contradictory to Intel from another respected guru we know.

Skye: I was and still are in the ssp. During my time serving in the ssp (Secret Space Program) I spent
quite a few years on venus learning med beds, and advanced healing techniques technologies. I am a
vibrational healing mentor in the ssp.
Q: Hello Skye. I have a couple of questions for you. My Mom had a brain injury 28 years ago and had
to have part of her cerebellum removed and lost her hearing, sense of taste and her balance. Will she be
able to heal her brain injury and hear again? Thank you for all your help Skye! Also my husband is a
Prosthetist. He designs and fits artificial limbs. His patients are starting to ask about medbeds. Is there a
place he can learn more about the medbeds?
Skye: Yes your mum will be able to be healed to before her issues began. Atm the only learning
available to the public is by forums like this.
Q: I personally do not believe that those vaccinated cant be helped. I just do not believe that. GOD IS
A GOD OF LOVE. i sure am glad HE IS IN CHARGE and not some who think with an iron hand
Skye: Of course they can be helped, no one has said they can't be helped.
Q: Can they heal significant brain injuries like from a near drowning?
Skye: Yes
Q: Hello again Skye. Lots of questions of if this or that can be healed. It may be easier to state if there
is anything that CAN'T be. (I hadn't heard of any, but I'm sure you would have much better intel on
that part.) Thank you.
Skye: As far as im aware the only thing that the beds can't do is age regress someone more than 3
times as the brain cells are not great for more than 3 times.
Q: Could you provide some clarity on Medbeds vs Celestial Chamber? (Understanding there are
different types of Medbeds) After listening to Jared Rand on several interviews, he has shared they are
not the same nor should they be referred to as similar...?? Thoughts?
Skye: I dont know much about the celestial chambers so I can't compare them.
Q: Hi, Skye Prince and thanks so much for allowing us to pick your brain about this amazing
technology. So my question is twofold: who provides the training and what can we expect the
potential cost to be? Also, am I right to assume that since some of these products require "a year or two
training in the medical field", what type of training are we talking about, like nursing, MD, or
something less involved like a Medical Assistant or Massage Therapist (FYI, I am a Licensed Massage
Therapist-10 years now). I know the Medical Director is necessary but I'm wondering how long it may
take to get staff up to speed..
Skye: The military and benevolent extraterrestrials beings provide the training. There is no cost for the
training initially. The type of training will be relevant to your individual background. For example an
assistant nurse will require more training than a brain surgeon
Q: Skye, thank you for being so gracious and taking the time to answer questions. I am curious if the
med beds will reverse genetic expressions that are turned off such as MTHFR, estrogen dominance,
and methylation issues with the detox and clean up of DNA? Thank you so much. The estrogen
dominance contributed to 2 soft tissue cancers several years ago.
Skye: Yes

Q: I have a metallic knee and hip prothese, and still my other knee needs treatment, so what happens to
those proteses? Are they gonna be like now or changed somehow?
Skye: The prosthesis will be removed by the bed and dissolved so real healing can be carried out
Q: Wow!!!! I will be having new bones replaced my proteses????
Skye: Yes
Q: I have had major neck surgery in the past, with some pretty radical neck surgery coming up very
soon to preserve my spinal cord which is bruised at a high level. So, I would assume my hardware,
when my time comes, could also be removed and my C-spine healed? So amazing! We are indeed
blessed to be living in such times!
Skye: Yes
Q: There will be a large number of projects requesting these. Do you have an understanding of what
will, and won’t be acceptable as a request to incorporate these into your projects. And if denied is
there a “lesser” type of technology that can aid in the interim whilst patients are waiting?
Skye: My understanding is initially they will be in the main centers scattered throughout each state and
not available to purchase etc. As far as I know your application will depend on need, already available
services. There will be opportunity for other technologies while waiting if they are needed.
Q: Thank you for reply Skye. Do you know if there will be a training schedule for either Med beds or
the lesser tech available for those that haven’t been indoctrinated at a University? Kinda seems we
maybe in short supply of doctors considering they will all be up for trials for crimes against humanity. I
would gladly put up my hand for this learning even if my project was to miss out on receiving the
required amount.
Skye: Basically health care workers or people with medical knowledge who are truly of higher
vibration will be approached first. Initially it will be by invitation.
Q: Wolverine mentioned he thought that you had the opportunity to use the bed yourself, is this the
case? and if so, if not too private, can you tell us what you had healed and your experience, or if you
have not had the opportunity can you tell us of possibly a person who you know has used it and their
experience and what thy had done, "Jesus taught using parables"
Skye: I have used the bed. I'm part of the hybrid breeding program and a genetic manipulation
program, so it was related to that.
Q: I am sorry to hear that you went thru that but not sorry that you are here, I believe all those children
(now possibly adults) should be cared for and loved, and have a purpose, and be part of this world,
thank you for sharing that, can you tell us how it helped you?
Skye: I dont actually know what the bed did to me, it was something at the cellular level, however I felt
no different from before I used it.
Q: I do have a question also, Maybe you are in a position to know, the children and adults who have
been rescued from the tunnels, can you tell us what has happened to them, have they been returned
home? do they need homes? Many of us would help if we knew what was needed, etc,
Skye: Many of them have been taken off world for care and rehabilitation and others are still
underground in make shift hospitals getting physical and mental care.

Q: Morning Skye! Hoping you may have insight with this question: for many who are submitting
applications to Med school, PA school ... but have not begun, they seek helping others but may not
know THIS treatment is the future- where do these individuals fit in training projections? How will
they or could they know THIS training would be the best track for them to enter vs continue along the
current medical path?
Skye: I do not have that information.
Q: If we are not in pain but need dental work, will Med Beds deal with these issues, or should we deal
with dental issues separately via dentists?
Skye: Med beds will help.
Q: Could you give us an idea on how many med beds have been built already, waiting for distribution
worldwide?
Skye: No sorry, I've no idea
Q: I have a rather odd question re: medbeds: if one is age regressed is there a way to proportion the
nose and ears properly? Since noses and ears continue to grow in old age, if one were age regressed a
few times one could find oneself seeing Dumbo gaze back from the mirror.
Skye: Basically if you are 60 years old now and you age regress 30 years, you will be exactly as you
were when you were 30.
Q: Some folks I know seem to believe that healing must engage our will and all the difficulties that
implies and resist miraculous healing if their will isn’t engaged to forgive, etc., attributing the non
will based healing to AI, etc. Any advice for those who think like this?
Skye: Its their choice to believe things like this and we must respect their beliefs.
Q: Thanks for the links to the videos. I am just reading here. I'll be focusing on the animals, and
hoping there will be med beds for them in the not too distant future.
Skye: All med beds work on all biological life including animals, plants, humans and other
extraterrestrial beings. So a person come out of the bed and the very next patient to go in is a dog or a
plant. Its based on DNA not species.
Q: There are millions of us who will help where needed just let us know how to help. The majority of
the world is made up of decent people.
Skye: Absolutely no problem
Q: If I am understanding what you are asking, yes. Each person has free will. I in fact do know people
that if you were to put them in the medbed, it would do no good. They might get out better, but by the
next day they would be as they were. I hate to say they enjoy their problems and pain, but for these
particular people, yes, they really do. So yes, free will does play a part.
Skye: Absolutely correct
Q: So is there an effort to screen out those who would undo med bed effects by their own bad habits,
or is it assumed that these ones will self deselect?
Skye: People need to understand that life throws us shit and we need to learn to deal with that shit. Med
beds are for the physical scars, they won't heal your emotional and mental scars, they can suppressed

them but at some point you have to face and deal with them. Imagine someone who has been sick all
their life or never been able to walk then all of a sudden they are completely healthy and running
around, that is going to be a huge mental shock so healing someone is more than just laying on a bed
for a short time. If they are not in a good place mentally, then the use of the bed may tip them over the
edge, which is why in many cases there will be lots of counselling involved.
Q: wow, that is cool, so basically, we could even treat vegetables and fruit to regain healthier versions
of them,, which serve as our next seeds? 😃
Skye: Correct
Q: (My husband is NOT a Dr person, does not believe in them. He has quite a few issues, but he is one
that if he was put in a med bed, by the next day would be back as he was. He's been healed of different
things in the past-pain, back issues, etc, so I've watched the process. He is one of those who {and I
don't say this to be mean spirited} has to have something to complain about that is 'out of his control' to
fix. Otherwise he's not....what he considers....happy. { call it miserable, lol})
Skye: Yes many people are like this, they identify themselves based on their physical condition.
Q: So is there an effort to screen out those who would undo med bed effects by their own bad habits,
or is it assumed that these ones will self deselect?
Skye: Yes the quantum computers of the beds and the full body scanners use the vibrational frequency
of the person to determine whether or not they are a candidate and or if they need counselling etc.
Q: In a nutshell this is the argument I hear against med beds by natural health people who want to heal
themselves by working through their causative issues.
Skye: Yep and we must respect that.
Q: that is amazing! Thanks again for all this information you supply us with. I'm not sure how much
you are allowed to reveal about the technical side of medbeds, but it would be great to also get some
information on that. We have heard it is ET technique, but also know our own military has done
research on frequencies for decades. So when you talk about vibration, is that what I would call
frequency or like tones and their overtones?
Skye: It is Pleiadian technology so yes et tech. Vibrational frequency as in the frequency of your
physics body and your mental state. So people who fear, don't think for themselves, victim mentality,
living in ego, easily triggered, etc are of low vibration. People who are happy, positive, care for
others, service to others, etc are high vibrational
Q: So basically the beds do, what we are not yet fully able to do to ourselves or what we are not able
to do in certain situations.
Skye: Correct
Q: I tend to think that people who want to do the work that med beds do by working more slowly
through their own core issues are a bit masochistic. Am I wrong?
Skye: The way I see it is, some enjoy the learning process while others prefer the short cuts. It all
comes down to personal choice.
Q: “Enjoy” might be putting a positive spin on it. What I see in these ones doesn’t look too enjoyable
to me. 😉

Skye: Maybe not, but we are not in their head so we cannot judge at all.
Q: Basically you’re saying med bed tech can be partial. It isn’t all or nothing. I like that.
Skye: Exactly
Q: Skye to find out about the frequency pattern of a human - not sure about the specific word (not my
mother tongue), but in my understanding every person is like a whole group of frequencies, similar to a
vocal pattern - would that work by finding the according resonance pattern? That way dissonances
and slight hmm, blockages would be recognizable in the pattern as disturbances or peaks or lows,
where none should be... is that at least approximately how it is? So by first finding the resonance and
then adjusting the "dissonent" or disturbed zones and slowly adjusting the frequency in that part of the
pattern to where it should be, would be able to correct it.
Skye: Correct
Q: Will ET Disclosure be announced before med beds are rolled out? I imagine it will need to be
explained where this technology came from? Trying to get an idea of the timeline.
Skye: I do not believe so. The technology will be revealed as reverse engineered from recovered ufos.
Q: The frequency/energy patterns would be resulting from the DNA and the way it organizes itsself
geometrically. The DNA itsself is an antenna, drawing the according frequencies/energies from the
hmm, I would call it primordial source (field) - therefore each person is specific in his personal
expression of the source and even the physical appearance is an expression of its individual aspect.
Maybe I'm just rambling, but this is how it feels right. Any clarification would be appreciated.
Skye: Spot on
Q: I have a friend whose daughter is Schizophrenic can she be cured?
Skye: I believe so.
Q: I read about a small version of a healing technology that you could have in home or even in a back
pack or for use by Fire and Police that can be used to heal damage until the patient can be put into a
med bed. Does this exist and what would it be called?
Skye: Yes it does exist im not sure what its called.
Q: Can autistic kids be healed?
Skye: I believe so.

June 12th 2021
Q: May I ask how old you are? From your picture you look young. Did you do the age regression with
the med bed and are you staying currently at that age? Thank you
Skye: I'm in my 40s. No I've never been aged regressed.
Q: How long were you on Venus? For aging purposes are Venus years equal to earth years?
Skye: I've spent about 6-7 years on venus off and on. Venusians average life span is 800 to 900 earth
years.

Q: How did you find the whole experience on a med bed compared to normal surgery please?
Skye: In the secret space program you don't know your even in it as they don't tell you what is going to
happen. Generally they give you a general anaesthetic before putting you in the bed, you only find out
after the procedure but med beds are completely painless.
Q: Hi Skye, i already asked about my knee and hip protheses; Can during one visit to MedBed-center a
patient be multi-cured, so also some intestine issues, like pre-diabetic condition and blood pressure
issue..etc. All at one time or many visits?
Skye: The majority of issues will be healed with the one visit. More complex cases may require to 3
treatments.
Q: I have a question....is this an open medbed? What if you are claustrophobic?
Skye: That is one type of bed. Everyone is given a sedative before going in the bed then put to sleep for
the duration of the treatment whether that be for a few minutes or 15 hours. Claustrophobia is no issue.
Q: I turn 70 this year and want to live a longer and healthy life so I can see the projects in my heart
come to fulfillment. I was thinking about doing multiple age regressions 10 years at a time so it
wouldn’t shock those around me as much, but I now know from Skye that I shouldn’t do more than 3
age regressions. How long after a regression of 30 years does the regression manifest? Is it immediate
or can it be made to manifest more gradually? Related issues: If I had injuries prior to the 30 year age
regression could those be healed in the same treatment or would that need to be dealt with separately?
If I was genetically balding etc. at 40 years old, would that be my condition after age regression?
Skye: It is immediate. You go in at 70 and come out at 40. During your first consultation they will
discuss and former injuries, genetic anomalies etc. They generally can be done at the same time.
Q: I honestly think an easier question is what will it not fix.
Skye: That of mental and emotional trauma. They can suppress the memories but at some point you
will need to deal with them.
Q: I think Skye has told us that low vibrational thought patterns due to our habits of attention won’t be
healed by med bed tech and new thought patterns by those easily manifesting negativity will need to be
learned, otherwise physical improvements will be short lived. Correct?
Skye: Correct
Q: So far the only thing I 'question' from what we've heard for years now on the medbeds is....the age
regression. I've also had quite a few asking me about this, so, I decided to post and ask for clarification
for all of us.
We have been told you can age regress up to 30 years gone. So if you are 60, you can look 30 once
again if you so choose. But, we were told that would then become your forever look, and you would be
ageless, which is why we have also been hearing we would have much, much longer lives...into the
hundreds (<—Plural) if we chose, but would still look the age we regressed to.
It kind of raises a flag to several of us that now it is said it would need 'maintained' and could be done
at most 3 times and the brain cells are getting affected. If it is truly a healing technology, and can even
heal TBI's (Traumatic Brain Injuries), we really question this. Can you offer some additional
information on this Skye ? I don't have the answers on that one to be able to tell folks who are asking
me.

Thank you!!
Skye: The ssp has not perfected the technology to deal with the effects on the brain from age
regression. Age regression is a very different process than healing. The technology works differently in
age regression than it does for healing.
At the moment if you age regress more than 3 times, dementia, scar tissue, neurological and motor
skills issues become more likely.
Q: Would this psychological help include learning to better control your thoughts via something like
biofeedback? Currently psychological “help” seems somewhat subjective with random, unpredictable
results.
Skye: The psychological help will be done based on a spiritual framework, some more severe cases
may require herbal supplements but the counsellors, psychiatrists, psychological all be retrained if they
are suitable candidates and of higher vibrational frequency.
Q: 👍 wow — science teaches us, that venus atmosphere is toxic (acidic) and the pressure is that high
on the surface, that everything is crushed - pressure would be normal for us in about 50 km altitude - so
is that totally wrong?
Skye: No that is correct. 90% of planets, the civilizations live underground just like the Anshar in
middle earth. Venus is no different.
Q: I see this as development — going from 75 years to 160 years of life span also means making
adjustments in the morphogenetic field. Once mankind on this planet has adopted to the possibility,
we might be ready to find another way to enhance the life span.
Skye: Exactly
We also must remember that emotional and mental trauma/ behaviours cannot be treated or healed
without a willing partner, so the person must want to heal and be an active participant. No one can do
it for them. If they choose to remain in pain or with the same behaviours then that is their choice and
we have to respect their choice.
Q: My husbands son lives with us. His skull was crushed with forceps while being born. He is a full
24/7 care. Basically, since he doesn't have the brain function to even comprehend, this wouldn't help
him, correct?
Skye: That is a brain injury so yes it would definitely help.
Q: Right in the beginning Wolverine mentioned, that you were also doing videos, @Skye Prince - will I
find you under this name on youtube?
Skye: Yes
Q: Hi Skye, my pituitary gland was removed in 2006 due to Cushing’s Disease. Can it be regrown?
Skye: Yes
Q: Skye....any adverse or side effects to the medbeds at all?
Skye: Yes they are addictive. They can re-shape your body, grow your hair, bigger/smaller breasts etc.
It takes plastic surgery to a whole new level. People will become dependant on them thus taking
unnecessary risks and the like.

Q: I would imagine that people are going to need some education on how to maintain a healthy lifestyle
so that they are not dependent on technology. It’s like if you have a treatment and then you keep going
back and doing all the stuff you’ve been doing I would guess that your results may start to fade?
Skye: Eventually yes which is why the quantum computer decides if each patient is a suitable candidate
for the beds and what/if any issues can, need or want to be fixed/healed. There is no point in healing a
drug addict when their first action is going to shoot up again. Its cold but not everyone has the mental
strength or capacity to deal with 'health'.

June 13th 2021
Q: Skye I was told that when you age regress you can go back to age 21 and whatever age you pick you
stay at that age for 1,000 years. Based on what you have said that is not accurate?
Skye: That is not accurate.
Q: Skye it also seems that the med bed will fix only physical things but the emotional and mental
issues each person needs to work on those themselves? Obviously working on those issues is what
makes one ascend as you overcome them you rise in vibration. Probably having a machine to that
would hinder the ascension-process for the person?
Skye: You are correct.
Q: Also, you mentioned everyone lives underground in Venus and I know Mars and the moon are the
same. Does living underground of the planet slow down the aging process? And does living on the
surface speed up the aging process? If so why?
Skye: The aging process is the same whether on the surface or underground. The reason why they live
underground is because the environment is stable. You don't have the weather, earthquakes, volcanoes
etc to deal with.
Q: When did you go to Venus and how did you get there?
Skye: I've been going to venus from my knowledge for the past 11 years. But I've definitely been going
since I was born, especially since I'm a Venusian hybrid.
They generally pick me up out of my bed at night and when they return me its always the same night as
they took me.
Skye: The med beds are based on your vibration. If you are not willing to heal the mental or emotional
pain, the healing of the physical body will be pointless as the mind still wants to be in pain. The
computer is unbiased and removes all emotions and feelings and potential aggressive people wanting to
push in and use it first. It is done this way, so people need to improve their mental state and believe it or
not that's exactly what humans are here for. To learn to deal with life's challenges.
Q: What is the interest in Venus? Why would humans want to go there or Mars for that matter ?
Skye: Why not?
Q: So very true!! If it is just handed to people with no expectations they won't appreciate it near as
much.
Skye: Exactly. I think so many people are stuck on the idea that once you use a med bed, all your
problems will disappear, this is not true. Med beds while incredible pieces of technology open up a

whole other set of issues. Its not just an overnight healing, there is so much more involved than just
lying on a bed a few minutes.
Q: Exactly. Like ascension, you have to put in the work, and do the Shadow work whether you like it
or not. Otherwise you just stay, stuck.
Skye: Correct

June 14th 2021
Q: Skye, thank you for taking your time answering all these questions. I am a Chiropractor and I
wanted to know if we would be considered medical personal? Thank you for all your time.
Skye: I am not sure about chiropractor's, I haven't heard anything.
Q: In the video (see video section) you describe having another incarnation on Venus, which is not in
this time. In others you describe your consciousness being loaded into a clone. You said you were in
ssp on active duty. Therefore the question is, were you on active duty on another time and have been
on the medbed or has the clone been on the medbed? Obviously if you were on a medbed, your
shoulder would have been fixed. And how does a transfer of consciousness work, when Venus is
behind the sun? Do you have any other tasks in ssp than being a spiritual healer and teaching people
healing? As you stated that you are transfered into a clone, your duty on Venus must be in our time, so
how do they manage to have underground bases with Venus toxic atmosphere? How can the materials
even withstand the acids on a long term, wouldn't it be much easier to pick a different planet? As you
bring experience in intuitive spiritual healing, what is your expertise in medbeds and as you state you
are also a channel, do you channel your answers or where does the knowledge come from?
Skye: I have been in the med beds multiple times in my current physical body as an 'asset' in a genetic
manipulation program run by the ssp. My shoulder was so badly damaged that its better and easier to
age regress to before the injury happened or to have a soul transfer into a completely new physical
vessel. There are several ways a soul transfer can be performed, they are mostly done in the super
soldier program for missions. They use technology to transfer the soul, I'm not entirely sure how they
do it. Time and space are irrelevant with consciousness. I do not believe I have any other tasks. When I
'go to work' it doesn't have to be in earths current timeline, it can be 50,000 years ago or 20 million
years in the future. ALL civilizations under ground regardless of the planet have artificial atmospheres
so toxins and oxygen is no issue.
My expertise in med beds is im trained to use them and im a trainer for people to learn to use them.
Sometimes I channel higher dimensional beings and on occasion lower dimensional beings when
needed. Other times my information comes directly from my higher self or straight from source.
Q: If you cannot answer the question with how it technically works, to protect the entrances of the
bases from the atmosphere of Venus, can you ask? As you are active, there should be people, who
know. Also, have you talked to Corey Goode, he has a similar story? With the wipers and the
doorhandles of the car, a Tesla Truck would help.
Skye: I do not knowhow it works technically and I won't ask, not yet. No I've never talked to corey.
Q: You said, you also channel reptilians, I know, there are many in Australia and there are many
channels in Australia and sooo many dumbs that need to be cleared out and aliens kicked from this
planet. How do you make sure to channel the guys, who do not want to disguide or hurt?

Skye: You can tell their intent by their vibration.
Q: Can i ask a question that may have been answered already. Skye what about heart patients. I cant
get on much. Has anyone heard on hear if it can help heart disease.
Skye: They definitely heal heart issues.
Q: Skye, have you ever witnessed a removal of protheses and bone re-growth operation, or do you
know a possible testemonial..i would like to know more details.
Skye: Yes most definitely but Randy Cramer can help you with that.
Q: Where can I find him?
Skye: Everywhere, YouTube especially
Q: Will med beds heal diabetes and leg circulation problems?
Skye: Yes
Q: Skye and/or anyone else who is positioned to know… are there different med bed groups perhaps
with somewhat different tech and methodology developed in different locations of the galaxy or
amongst different cultures?
Skye: Every civilization has their own version of med beds and other healing tech.

June 15th 2021
Q: Has anyone told you about when and where these med beds will show up? Asking for my brother
that is really sick with CHF.
Skye: No
Q: Skye, what happens to our body when we die? Is there a heaven or not and if so do we get to meet
our loved ones that have passed away?
Skye: The body or the soul? - Q: The soul
Skye: The soul returns to source which is where your soul not only came from but still remains while
you are in physical form. Heaven and hell are simply states of mind. As we are all one, you always are
fully in unity and communication with ALL of source so not only will you see your loved ones, you
become one with them.
Q: Will medbeds heal addictions?
Skye: Yes but you still need to work on why you are addicted in the first place.
Q: I’m wondering , I have a friend with a metal hip , it’s giving her blood poisoning , she’s waiting for
an operation to remove. It , how will she go in a med bed , do they take it out then she goes in x
Skye: The beds will dissolve it and repair the damage to before the issues began.

June 16th 2021
Q: Skye what if you have a disease from birth. Like autism and many others. Can the beds correct that
being they dont have a healthy baseline to come off of ?
Skye: I believe they can.
Q: Not sure if this was answered previously but does it heal all the damage done from chemo therapy?
And if it does will the body return to the form before starting chemo or even better state?
Skye: It not only heals the damage done from chemo but returns the body to complete health removing
all abnormal growths

June 17th 2021
Q: Skye my grandson who is 6 is going to have an operation in the autumn to remove a kidney, I'm
hoping and praying that the med beds could solve that problem for us and I really need a knee
replacement but again holding out for medbeds. 🙏
Skye: Do what you have to do for your health NOW!!!! MEDBEDS although are slowly being rolled
out may not come until its too late. YOU ARE ALIVE NOW, SO LIVE IN THE NOW, NOT FOR
TOMORROW.
Q: Are the rescued children being taken off world to be treated in the medbed ?
Skye: Some are yrs.
Q: I am very interested in being trained in the operations of the med beds. I was an Emergency
Medical Technician for 12 years and then went to school to become a Radiologic Technologist. Do you
think I have any chance of becoming trained in this?
Skye: Of course, everyone has a chance.
Q: Skye what’s the requirement for choosing the priority for people to go into the Med bed? I know
you said they will take the most severe cases first. How is that determined? Ex: cancer, heart issues,
brain diseases etc. Thank you
Skye: Its based on triage, so the ones closest to death will obviously go first then it filters down from
there.
Q: Suppose you have something that at the moment is not life threatening but it could rupture and be
life threatening? How would that be taken care of?
Skye: The same way as it would be now. It all depends on urge.
Q: Do those of us in these rooms who know about this get first priority? Before the general public?
Skye: Absolutely NOT!
Q: How does one get on the list to be treated? How do you find one?
Skye: When they are released, a national enquiry line will be set up where you book your appointment
etc.

Q: Those who are in the most severe need would most definitely need and should go first. Those who
believe they are privileged are still in 3D thinking. Might be some of those that go “poof”
Skye: Yep
Q: So Skye when do you think they will go into effect in Australia here..?
Skye: We already have one at RPA in Sydney, however it is only being used as a scanning machine atm.
Q: Skye, do they have any ‘ready to go’ in South Africa yet?
Skye: I haven't heard anything yet.
Q: Wouldn’t med bed prioritization based on triage encourage health risk taking for those highly
motivated to get to the front of the line?
Skye: That's why I've said med beds heal the physical, you still need to work on the mental and
emotional.

June 19th 2021
Q: I only have one lung due to cancer will it help me?
Skye: It will re grow your your lung.

June 20th 2021
Q: My daughter has Down Syndrome and I’m wondering if you know whether the med beds can bring
her back to “normal”. Since this is a genetic disorder that is present at birth in the DNA, I’m curious if
they can help her.
Thank you so much for all the fascinating information you are providing us with!
Skye: I believe they can.

June 21st 2021
Q: How strong are your beliefs? I also have a from birth genetic issue to do with nerves. have you seen
this for real?
Skye: My job in the ssp was to not only use the beds but to train people to use them, my beliefs are
100%.

June 22nd 2021
Q: Skye, I imagine from your higher perspective, you have seen a vision of how the medbeds will
rollout around the world. How can we best support this plan? I am hearing healing centers will be
created. How can we help? Thank you! Btw, I hope you are having a beautiful day!!
Skye: Yes from my understanding it will be healing centres created by the military and white hats.
From what I've been told, in the beginning, hospitals will only have emergency centres and maternity
wards, the rest of the hospital will be converted to units, etc.

There's not much we can do to help as its being taken care of, I guess the only thing we can do is be
there as a voice of confidence to those who are unaware.
Q: Skye when can we be able to use it here in Sydney or anywhere in Australia please?
Skye: I believe its still in trials, so at least a few weeks.
Q: Hi Skye this has probably been answered but if I wanted to train to be a ble to treat patients how
would i go about this please? I know it will take a long time but I'm just very interested in training in
this field.
Skye: I share information regarding med beds from my memories in the secret space program. I have
no information on how to acquire med beds or how to be trained in their use. I am just as excited as
everyone else but I am no more in the know as to when, how or where they will be rolled out than you.
If I receive any information I will let you all know.
Q: Skye, can you share how this medbed technology effects our Souls? Our inner
Being/consciousness? Our connection to God/Source?
Or does it only effect our bodies? And is it 100% safe and effective?
Skye: It doesn't affect our souls at all or our connection. Yes this technology is Pleiadian tech and
perfectly safe, its been used in the ssp for over 50 years.
Q: I'm new to this room, will the medbeds be made available immediately when the rv happens or a
few months afterwards? Do we know a cost? Medbeds are a big part of my humanitarian projects.
Skye: Each country will be different, they will be free to use.
Q: Skye there are many images of different types of med beds on the internet. How did the ones look
like, you have been put on and/or working
on?
Skye: They look very similar to this:
Q: What does ssp stand for?
Skye: Secret space program

June 23rd 2021
Q: Will they be in each country, Skye?
Skye: Yes, every country even countries that
did not sign on to nesara gesara will have them.
Q: When do you think they’ll be rolled out?
Skye: They are being rolled out now, they are just not publicly known yet.
Q: Any idea of a roll out in Canada? I really need one.
Skye: No, sorry
Q: This awesome, what about weight reduction?

Skye: Yes that too
Q: Skye there are billboard here in a Sydney shopping centre promoting this new technology
Quantum Scan. I wonder if this has to do with Med Beds or not.
Skye: The quantum scan is the med bed, they just haven't released its true capabilities yet.
Q: By chance is the OPUS bed also part of this quantum healing technology? Www.feelopus.com
I'm thinking of investing but want to be sure it's legit technology.
Skye: I believe so.
Q: Skye, I’m 70 yo this year. If I’m accepted to do a med bed 30 year age regression, some folks are
sure to notice. How do you advise handling this? Is it permitted to openly explain it to those who seem
open or are we advised not to say too much?
Skye: Unfortunately age regression is not considered a priority therefore people will know all about the
technology so you won't have to explain anything.

June 24th 2021
Q: How will we all even have a chance at the medbeds. People are going to be crazy trying to have
their turn when the word does get out.
Skye: It is based on a triage system. Those who are in most need will use it first.
Q: I was supposed to be dead years ago. No one understands why I'm still breathing.
Skye: Yep I've had a few NDE's (near death experiences), you are here for a reason.

June 26th 2021
Q: Looks like Gesara has started so Med Beds here we come
Skye: In what way?

June 27th 2021
Q: Hi Skye just meant that with Gesara the roll out of medical knowledge will become available to all
of us and we all know how much this will improve all our lives.
Skye: Absolutely
Q: Will “important” people be treated first? Has President Trump been treated?
Skye: There are NO 'important people ! Only people who are most in need.
Q: I assume it will be the needy first. Prioritised by the people who can read souls.
Skye: The only priority that will be is those whose condition cannot wait. Reading souls, money, names
etc are completely irrelevant.

Q: I realize we will not be able to purchase the beds for awhile but what size of a room would each
prototype take so I can plan space in the health centres ?
Skye: About the same size as a regular operating room.

June 30th 2021
Q: Skye Apologizes if this has been asked already or not allowed, pls delete if not allowed. I work long
hours and try to keep up with info in here but don’t always catch everything. My husband was told by
his union to work he had to get vaccinated which he reluctantly did. Due to the shedding does that then
make my DNA compromised for med beds.
Skye: No it doesn’t compromise you for the med beds. Your all safe.

July 1st 2021
Q: Skye is there any kind of maintenance that is needed on the medbeds ? Monthly , long term?
Skye: The beds being advanced et tech pretty much take care of themselves but will require regular
checks.
Q: Skye...I am just wondering if you have info on how the med beds will change things for people with
mental health issues??
Skye: If the mental issue is a physical condition the bed will correct it no problem. If it is an
emotional, traumatic, etc issue, the can suppress the negative thoughts but at some point the individual
must face and deal with the issues.
Q: Skye @kinab3 I really need a med bed ASAP in Canada - any word on those? 🙏🙏🙏
Skye: I am unaware as yet.
Q: Saskatchewan needs medbeds also!! Too many vaxed!!!
Skye: Unfortunately those who chose to get the Vax are not a priority no matter how serious the side
effects are.
Q: So there is not need for the 1,000 hours of training as was "put out" recently?
Skye: To use the beds as a practitioner yes you need the training.
Q: I’m wondering how we will find them in our state? I can only imagine the wait list to get on one!
Skye: When they are disclosed you will know. I will be doing an updated video on medbeds in the next
day or so, once it's uploaded to YouTube I'll share it here as well. (link to Skye Prince’s youtube
channel below in the video section of this document)
Q: How many med beds will be available per state? Per town? Will small town people have to drive to
big cities to access one?
Skye: That depends on the size of the state. Each state will have different numbers.

Q: I’m currently in Az but my daughter in law is 4th stage cancer and needs a med bed ASAP. So keep
her in your prayers and let me know when they are able to take people in to start using in. She’s in
Alaska. I’m under the understanding that they will take people that need it the most first, those dying.
Skye: Correct
Q: I have cardiomyopathy with a defibrillator/pacemaker and recently had 2 knees replacements over
the past year. Will I be able to use a Med bed? I read somewhere if you can not use an MRI, you will
not be able to use a Med bed.
Skye: Absolutely
Q: Are there courses we can be taking that would assist us in the medbed training when it is
available ?
Skye: At the moment there are no courses. But you can begin learn about vibration, the chakra system,
spirituality, consciousness, etc.
Q: Any idea of availability in Africa
Skye: No
Q: Question - are Med Beds usually a one-and-done thing, or do people typically need multiple
treatments to get them to original DNA status?
Skye: That depends on what you need to have done.
Q: Would they waste training time with a 68 year old woman? If so, I would love to train to help
others! Just need to get the shot out of my body. I foolishly believed my President when he said it was
safe.
Skye: Age is irrelevant.

July 2nd 2021
Q: Can I change hair color?
Skye: Yes
Q: How much hair growth happens during the MB treatment itself? Inches? Or are the hair follicles
merely activated and actual hair growth is later?
Skye: However long you want it, go in bald come out with hair down to your knees.
Q: Skye can it change eye color?
Skye: Yes
Q: Hi Skye, I have torn ligaments in both shoulders from weight training for over 30 years - and it’s
now painful when doing certain exercises. I’ve seen a consultant and they recommend surgery on both
shoulders, but the results are not guaranteed - so I’m hesitant to proceed ? Just wondering if I should
hold out for med/bed, could they fix this do you think ??
Skye: No one really knows when the beds will be rolled out publicly, look after yourself now.

Q: Skye, I’m wondering if some folks anticipating med bed healing being available, have years ago
frozen themselves on their deathbeds anticipating they’ll be unfrozen, revived and healed when med
beds become available.
Skye: That I'm unsure of.
Q: What about height? Can that be changed?
Skye: It can be but it is only done under extreme circumstances.

July 3rd 2021
Q: Probably a stupid question. Know the jabbed souls will be last to the med beds but will they be
accepted for training?
Skye: That would be a case by case.

July 4th 2021
Q: 10 years in pain management wrecked my mouth. Will the med bed cause teeth to regenerate?
Skye: Yes

July 5th 2021
Q: Can you design new set of teeth?
Skye: I don't see why not.
Q: Skye do you know how long teeth take?
Skye: Depending on the damage, could be anywhere from minutes to an hour.
New med bed video out! See video links below (5.)
Q: Thank you for your thoughtful and wise insight Skye. I'm curious have you ever used a Med Bed
for yourself?
Skye: Yes, I am part of a genetic manipulation program run by the military with extraterrestrials. My
time in the bed was to do with altering the dna.
Q: Thanks. I changed my mind, need entire medical staff. Much like a hospital and that’s not me. I can
do plenty of other things.
Skye: Many people have not considered the state of mind, only concerned with curing the physical
body.
Q: Thank you. Its always nice to hear someone else say that the mentality has to be healthier, traumas
dealt with, etc. The pain loop needs to be interrupted enough to do the work to get better. The body is a
direct result of unconscious programming that needs to be reprogrammed safely. That takes time. Self
hypnosis also works wonders for reprogramming, but it has to be done consistently. 🙏
Skye: Exactly

July 6th 2021
Q: Do you know how your DNA was altered, and why?
Skye: No all I know is that it was on the cellular level.
Q: Also I’m so curious, how do any humans in the SSP do anything on Venus? Isn’t it c450degrees c?
Would be so grateful if you could please explain this. 🙂
Skye: Most planets that have advanced civilisations on them live inside the planet.
Q: Sure but how do you get there? Do you remember going there like the simple logistics of getting
from Earth to Venus?
Skye: I've been there by 2 ways, one was a small space ship and the other was through a portal. (See
video section 1.)
Q: Sorry I believe in the medbed, but just can not believe anyone has visit a planet or been inside one
my mind just won’t go there.
Skye: Where do you think the technology came from? Take a look at Emery Smith, Tony Rodriguez,
Randy Cramer, Corey Goode, etc. The disclosure of this technology comes with more than just
healing devices. Disclosure comes with the secret space program , extraterrestrials, knowledge of
human colonies and civilisations around not only our galaxy but other galaxies also. There is so much
to learn.

July 7th 2021
Q: Hi Skye, just wanted to say thank you for taking your time to answer everyone’s questions. I just
read through the latest Q&A which helped answer a lot of my questions. So I apologize if this one was
already asked as I must’ve missed it. I’m also wondering if the med beds will help us gain our
memories from our souls and all the lives we’ve lived. Thank you in advance. 🙏
Skye: Yes
Q: Thanks for adding me here. I have severe glaucoma in my right eye and blind in one eye as of 2.5
years ago and was wondering if a specific med bed will restore my vision. I'm a courier and do a lot of
driving and wish to have my vision restored back to perfect. I'm 65 now. Thank you in advance. Off to
work for another 200 mile drive. I also have a few missing and broken teeth.
Skye: Absolutely

July 8th 2021
Q: Skye after age regression how long for full results? And organ replacement?
Skye: You will have the full desired result before you wake up from the procedure.
Q: Michael J. Fox has had Parkinson's disease for 30 years. Will a med bed cure him in one day from
Parkinson's? Then he can make another Back to the Future movie. He's 60 today.
Skye: Yes

Q: Will the med beds have to be FDA approved before being released to the public?
Skye: The FDA will be shut down. They are NOT for humanity.
Q: If we have a loved one that NEEDS to be treated by a medbed. How do we get in contact with
someone to make that happen? Or to at least put them on a waiting list? (I'm the meantime, I will
check posted documentation for the answer to this question).
Skye: You can't yet because they have not been made public so there is no list.
Q: Thank you skye. Is there a time line when they will be made public?
Skye: No
Q: Once they go public, who would someone contact?
Skye: Until they are public, no one knows.

July 10th 2021
Q: Can the med beds switch them back to their original gender for no regrets afterwards?
Skye: I believe so.

July 11th 2021
Q: I was wondering Skye if you've been in contact with many Sirians? I was married here to a
Pleiadian and it took us forever to find each other.
Skye: No I haven't had much contact with Sirians. Mainly venusians.

July 13th 2021
Q: What is the lowest age to which one can regress?
Skye: That would depend on each person's individual life and reasons for wanting age regression. It
would be on a case by case scenario.
Q: It says 30 years in the pinned questions. What is it?
Skye: The maximum number of years one can be regressed is 30 years, but again it is based on a case
by case scenario.
Q: Skye if you will or can, can you please give me a list of those that you need to train for use of the
med beds. Like how many doctors psychologist nursing staff et cetera. I hope very shortly to be
setting up some centres and would like to get a jump start on what is needed in the way of stuff. The
number of units a person would need such as bedrooms, Consulting rooms and examining rooms for
clients cetera.
Skye: I was given an idea for a typical large healing centre.
6 operating type rooms and 7 med beds, 2 in one of the rooms that would need to be xxl, this would be
for soul transfers. There needs to be a pre procedure room and a recovery room. Both with about 30

beds each. Also an overnight ward with about 27 rooms, each with 4 or so beds. There would also need
to be approximately 15 to 20 counsellors plus any other holistic staff. You also need support staff like
receptionists, cafeteria staff, cleaners, laundry staff, wardsmen, etc. Then come the doctors and
technicians who will be operating the beds then the many nurses for pre and post care. It's an enormous
task which is why for quite some time, med beds will be controlled by the military and alliance.
Q: I believe the high school I went to as a teen could be converted into just such a place, I've already
went through, it. It needs a lot of work because of vandals but I think it would work out. I'm a
psychologist and as I proceed with plans I write down the names of doctors and nurses Etc that I think
might work real well for just this project. Thank you so much for the specifics as I want to be able to
present them. Even if it's run by the alliance/military that's not a problem I just want to make room for
it and hope we can get one going. Thank you so much, it's beyond words how much hope you have
given me. Sirians, at least this one doen't give up easley and I have my Plesdian now on the other side
to help me. We were made for hard work and continue to do so.
Skye: It is doable but you cannot do it alone unless you have an endless supply of cash. Good luck to
you.💜

July 14th 2021
Q: I pray they can give us some clear direction. A strong inner knowing to help guide our steps. That
would be nice.
Skye: They already do, but many people don't trust what they receive so ignore it.
Q: As I understand all the sci fi films and alike are drip feeds for the technologies and ships and star
gates.
Skye: Movies are simply visual projections of reality. Movies are disclosed.

July 15th 2021
Q: Over time, is there a limit to the number of times one can have a med bed treatment? eg. if one had
already been regressed 30 years. Can they go again at a later stage?
Skye: You can be age regressed twice safely. The third time the brain cells begin to die.
Q: Watched a movie, Elysium, where they had one (med bed) in each home. I would think that would
be a possibility down the road. Just my opinion. For maintaining health.
Skye: Yes that is the ultimate goal but would not happen for many many years.
Q: Any timeline on when these will be introduced to the masses? Seeing people die unnecessarily is
atrocious if this technology is out there. Lift the veil!
Skye: The word is this year, but no one knows.
Q: Hello Skye wow this is all absolutely fascinating, would you know please, that if your age regressed
so does that mean that technically we get to live longer or do we still leave when we agreed to in our
Akashic records?
Skye: You live longer. What ever you choose to do your soul has already agreed.

July 16th 2021
Q: If you have to be such a high consciousness, how did SSF use it on all the brain washed people it
had in it. They all say they never really had a choice in anything. Doesn’t sound 5d to me!
Skye: That's because the ssp was controlled by the deep state. They didn't give a shit how people felt as
long as the job was done.
Q: This may have already been asked but I have also heard of Celestial Chambers - are these the same
as Med Beds?
Skye: No they are not the same.

July 18th 2021
Q: Question, and I am being serious. Can Med Beds help with weight loss?
Q: I am not sure how much weight those things can knock off you at one time. I may have to make
several trips, LOL.
Skye: That is something that will be determined case by case.
Q: After a med bed treatment will we be recommended health supplements such as stem cells for
maintaining our positive health results from the med bed?
Skye: Again that would be based on indigenous circumstances.
Q: Not sure if you answered the question on increasing your height an inch or two?
Skye: Yes it can be done.
Q: Breaking News! Med Beds reverse V….. damage, even Autism! (Source Whiplash 347)
Skye: Yes this is now correct. Information was released to certain people (including myself) that med
beds would not restore those who have had the experimental clotshot to full health, this Information has
recently been corrected.
MED BEDS CAN AND WILL RETURN VAXXED PEOPLE TO FULL HEALTH WITH ZERO
SIDE EFFECTS!

July 19th 2021
Q: Is that only if they have a clean sample of that persons DNA or does that not matter now they can
restore even if they have not Skye?
Skye: For some procedures a fresh DNA sample is needed but not for reversal of the Vax damage.
Q: My way would be sickest first. Medical personnel would have to triage just like they do in an
emergency now. I think there may be some stabilizing technologies that may help with that.
Skye: The sickest of the non vaxxed will be taken priority over the vaxxed. Their reasoning is any side
effects from the vaxxed was self induced by agreeing to be vaccinated.

Q: Hello I’m new here and I am wondering if anyone with experience with these beds can tell me if
they can help a 12 year old boy who has cerebral palsy who is unable to walk or bare weight? Could
he ever walk again? Also I’ve been told both ways that these beds won’t be released by the SSP right
now and also being told they are already being used for the children from the tunnels. It’s hard to use
my discernment at the moment as there is so much conflicting information all over the place. I would
literally give up my life so my son can walk!! 🙏🙏😭😭
Skye: Yes he will absolutely be able to walk, run, jump, climb, etc just like anyone else. They are being
used on the children, they will be released to the public at their discretion when disclosure is
announced.

July 20th 2021
Q: Will med beds be allowed for pro athletes or will that be considered a PED (Performance
Enhancement Drug)? They would be able to play in their 60's lol.
Skye: They will have the same access as anyone else, they will not be priority as their will be no pro
athletes.
Q: Skye I’ve noticed that hyperbaric chambers have started to get a good bit of attention in msm. Do
you think this could be the way we are slowing introducing MedBeds?
Skye: Absolutely
Q: So, a baseball pitcher needing the surgery can get into a med bed and be ready to pitch very soon
after?
Skye: They will be ready to pitch before they wake up and get out of the med bed.
Q: I have seen the age regression mention women being able to have children again. I am wondering
how this would be possible for women who finished childbearing, meaning all viable eggs were spent,
or whatever caused them to be unable to conceive. If there are no eggs available the med bed can
somehow create such?
Skye: When you are age regressed, your physical body returns to the age it was that you are regressing
to, eggs, ovaries and all.
Q: Wondering if funding is something that will/is needed to rapidly get the Med Beds out & available
to the general public?
Skye: No, because they are and will be funded by the white hats/military.

July 21st 2021
Q: I am trying to think why there will be no pro sports. Can you help me understand why that would
be? Thanks Skye.
Skye: As part of nesara gesara, all athletes will be play/compete because they love the game. There will
be no pro athletes because people will not be paid to play. Players being paid millions of dollars for a
sport is part of the deep state, and not to enrich humanity.

July 23rd 2021
Q: Hello Skye. Did you read my question/musings above about whether there might still be some need
for emergency/critical care and or paramedics? I am just wondering what your thoughts are. Thank
you.
Skye: Absolutely yes! We will still have emergency centres, ambulances and birthing centres.

July 27th 2021
Q: So are the Med Beds just in America such as Florida etc or are they in other countries right now
please Sky? my husband is unwell with Breathing problems and I have issues also.
Skye: They are in several countries including Australia Netherlands USA, I believe also in France and
Spain.

July 28th 2021
Q: will we get a list of where we can find them in each country or a website ..or are they not available
yet to everyone? or just those with very much n need ? such as cancer cases etc?
Skye: There will be a national call centre in each country where you ring and they will set you up with
an appointment with your nearest clinic, they will give you the time, day and location. They are being
used only by those most in need at the moment.
Q: I have 2 questions.
1. If Venetians live to 600 to 800 years, how do we achieve that length of life.
2. While in the chamber for age regression, can information be down loaded, such as
astrophysics, or how to play the piano?
Thank you.
Skye: When you have access to and can use all your DNA combined with advanced medical
technology including age regression living that amount of time is no issue.
Yes any information can be downloaded.

July 29th 2021
Q: Skye Are the med beds set up in Canada? I’m in a serious medical crisis - I need to access one very
soon. Kindly help 🙏🙏🙏🙏
Skye: They are being set up on every country.
Q: will we all have a list of where they are located in each country ?
Skye: No. There will be a national phone number for booking appointments in which they will give you
a time date and location.

Q: Can the Med beds help those people who have been age care workers forced to have the Jab or loose
their jobs ?
Skye: Yes
Q: Skye when are they going to be available? What’s the delay ? What’s the timeline on them?
Skye: No one can answer that.
Q: Remember POTUS saying all hospital equipment will be obsolote by the end of the year? No more
Chemo, Radiation etc. Med beds, UV Light Therapies etc. Hospitals & Schools will be ripped apart. No
need for medical research when you have 6000 cures handed to you, that Tesla had.
Skye: I believe Trump tweeted by June hospitals would be obsolete and that timeline has passed.
Q: Skye, thanks for your help with all the questions! I have a few questions about training/duration:
I understand that the training generally runs 1000 hours. As a potential chief physician in a med bed
training and operations program, being a physician moderately intuitively aware, I assume that my
required training time would be about that 1000 hours.
I am interested in the differential amount of training which others might require. As in, does a
medically less trained but intuitive person get trained to be an operator, but differently than a nurse
would be? As in a lower level operator?
Would an RN or paramedic be trained to be a higher level operator, and require (More/Less) training
than an EMT? And how many hours might that be? Thanks much!
Skye: I do not know. All I know is the training and length of time train will vary depending on
qualifications and previous experience.
Q: Good morning Skye any idea what technology will change when it comes to mental health? I
would think that the days of talk therapy will be long gone, and mentally and emotionally there’s lots
and lots of people that will need support. Any ideas on this topic?
Skye: If the mental health issue is physical it will be healed via med beds. If the issue is emotional,
traumatic etc then counselling will be needed. Talk therapy will be more important before. You still
have to work through your problems, you cannot and will not be able to escape that. Remember
consciousness is the key to life. There are NO shortcuts.
Q: Hello Sky my brother in-law is with Myelona will the Med beds treat this. Things are not going
well for him at the moment. Thank you for this room.
Skye: Absolutely yes
Q: Thank you wolver. Any idea how long it will before they are available in the Uk that’s where he
lives?
Skye: No one can answer that as no one knows.

July 31st 2021
Q: I wonder if medbeds can rewire people brains and core belief systems? Especially those with
hatred in their hearts, such as those brought up with terroristic/tyrannical ideologies? Will medbeds be

able to undo the hatred they’ve been taught? We’re not born to hate, I don’t believe it’s in our DNA to
hate and want to do harm.
I’m praying we’ll eventually get to a place where people are at peace with on another and don’t wish
harm on their fellow humans. (Although some religious texts that incite violence may need to be rewritten or updated)
Skye: Yes they can but that goes again free will. MED beds and new earth are not here to change
people to how you prefer them. They are here to assist health and vitality physically. It is each souls
choice to think, feel and behave a certain way in order for that soul to experience that particular life and
its against universal law to interfere with that choice of experience.
Q: You cannot change the soul. Med beds do not interfere with free will or ones soul. They need to do
their own personal work to heal their spirit/soul. Most in 3D will not survive 🙏❤️
Skye: Exactly
Q: Since it most likely will be a while before med beds make it to us(general public) in mass, do you
know if there will be other products, formulas, herbal products released that will also stop/reverse
illnesses? Thanks
Skye: They are already available, you don't need to wait.
Q: Where? How? Lol
Skye: You've Tesla healing products, you have many natural plants and products.
The thing is people are waiting for better things to come to deal with the situation they are experiencing
in this moment and it can't work like that. Many people have already passed away because they held
off treatment in the belief that something better will fix them. Use what you have available to you now,
don't wait for something better, because you may die before that something better comes along.

August 2nd 2021
Q: Skye, a couple of tech questions for you. I am writing a plan for utilizing Med Beds when they
become available. Because of issues with making them available in some countries, in country and
across international marine boundaries, we would like to put some on ships and make them available to
people that way.
The "Fortunate1" document posted here says that the power supplies for the Med Beds weighs so much
that even a large crane cannot move it. That makes its use onboard a ship questionable. For reasons of
stability. And even a 5000 passenger ship might not be able to use more than one or two.
Also, any information about keeping the power supply low in the hold and using the power in treatment
areas in higher decks? Like a power cord? Thanks much.
Skye: As far as my understanding the power supply is within the bed itself and weighs no more than a
standard car. They definitely could be used on a ship. It's a great idea.

August 3rd 2021
Q: Is every person going to be able to buy one or will they be in hospitals and clinics?

Skye: They will only be in designated healing clinics.
Q: Will there be an interview process to evaluate the medical values of the treatment clinics? Will they
have a truly holistic approach?
Skye: Yes There will be the initial consultation and yes.

August 5th 2021
Q: Skye in your honest opinion when do you estimate med beds to be rolled out in UK I have a son
with a disability it would be like winning the lottery it is so hard for me to believe as our health service
in Uk doesn’t really care about anyone with a disability.
Skye: My honest opinion is I don't have an opinion. I don't follow timelines, I hope it is in lifetime if
not then the collective consciousness was not ready.

August 8th 2021
Q: Skye can a bed erase memory of smoking?
Skye: Yes but they won't do it. You need to address the addiction.
Q: How soon after the meds are made known will regular people get to use them?
Skye: It will be different in each country depending on how fast they are set up and ready to use.

August 10th 2021
Q: Skye Will there be any med beds in California soon?
Skye: They will be in every major city in the world, as to when no one knows.
Q: Hi, are the med beds able to heal ADD ?
Skye: Depends on the actual cause
Q: Will we be able to purchase medbeds right after the exchange or how long do we have to wait?
Skye: No, they will be controlled strictly by the alliance/military for quite some time until humanity
proves they will not abuse the technology.
Q: I believe that this technology was held secretly and used only by those in power or with money and
not given access to everyday people like us. This is probably one of the reasons that initial access to the
beds will be on a triage system. Those in the most need, such as terminally ill and permanently and
severely disabled will probably be triaged early on . All to prevent the technology being held and only
used by only people who can afford it again.
If it’s free to use for everyone it can’t be abused by the elite again. Which is what has happened. I’m
sure your daughter will be on the triage list where is most appropriate for her. It’s hard I know. My son
is autistic and I’m physically disabled but I don’t expect to go first. There are those out there that need
it more than we do. I’d love to be able buy one, heal myself and my son and then donate it on, but that
wouldn’t really sit right with me. This technology is for everyone. Regardless of ability to pay for it or

status. We will all get our turn as and when the quantum computer triage system decides is most
appropriate. Hope this helps. 😁
Skye: Exactly

August 11th 2021
Q: Sorry if this is already been covered. A lot going on right now. How can i get on a list to get an
appointment. I’ll need to do this for my significant other and family members. Thank you in advance.
Skye: No one can get on any list yet as there isn't one. When they are available publicly you will know
who to call to set up an appointment
Q: Will blind people like Stevie Wonder and Andrea Bocelli have perfect vision after a med bed
session?
Skye: Yes
Q: Can it remove it shrink a glioblastoma brain tumor.
Skye: No, they will remove it completely.
Q: So are you pretty sure med beds will be released across the world this year or next some many
people desperate for them.
Skye: No, I have stated many times I've no idea when they will be released publicly. Reports say it's
meant to be this year, but no one truly knows.

August 12th 2021
Q: So at this stage we cant put our name down on any list for treatment when the time comes?
Skye: No, there isn't any list to put your name on.
Q: I went to a cardiology appt today and the provider said she wanted to enroll me in a heart failure
clinic because the cancer treatment I had last year put me in heart failure. I said no because in my
mind all I could think about was the Med Beds and how they would fix me. She even wanted me to get
a defibrillator installed into my heart! Oh heck no!!!
Skye: Lori you are alive NOW! Look after yourself now, don't wait for a treatment that is not available
yet because many people have died waiting for the chance to gain access to a med bed. DONT become
another one to pass away waiting.
Q: Well, I hope you are weighing those risks carefully Lori. I understand because I am facing serious
neck surgery in 2 weeks. But we really have no idea when we will have the Medbeds available. In the
meantime, we still have to live our lives. My spinal cord is at risk; your life is at risk. If your heart
goes into ventricular fibrillation, that heart rhythm would be fatal in 2-4 minutes without defibrillation.
I am not trying to scare you. Just know that even if you decided to get the defibrillator now, the
Medbeds would remove it and fix you when they were available—as long as you survive until then.
Forgive me if I am too blunt. I truly wish you all the best.
Skye: Exactly!

Q: I have heart failure and a defibrillator/pacemaker. It was stated earlier that you could still use the
Med beds. I would say at least take the meds and get in the clinic. Who knows how long it will take for
you to get in a Med bed.
Skye:

August 17th 2021
Q: @Skye Prince - how much power do these Medbeds need? Can they be made portable?
Skye: I've no idea of the technical aspects however the beds are not suitable as portable units. There
will be other technologies that are better suited for this.
Q: Skye, I just watched this video (MED BEDS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC).
information changed since this March 29,2021 video?

Has the

Skye: The only info that has changed is that the beds can indeed reverse the damage from the vaxx.
Q: Skye, can the med beds fix Mitochondrial disease?
Skye: Yes

August 18th 2021
Q: Thank you!! Any word as to when these will be made available?
Skye: No
Q: I am trying to read back through the previous comments and posts, but keep getting lost. So, the
med beds do NOT correct covid-vax damage, but the celestial chambers that are still getting funding
will? Is that the last word? And what if you have a DNA sample prior to covid-vax? Would that work if
working through med beds?
Skye: Med beds DO reverse any damage from the vaxx.
Q: Not true, they will unwind the Vaxxxx injuries. That was changed since the first video. I have not
seen any answer to the DNA sample question. I would think that it is now unnecessary.
Skye: For some procedures a fresh DNA sample is necessary.
Q: Can someone who isn't a qualified nurse become a technician? I would really love to work on this.
Skye: Yes
Q: Great, if MedBeds reverse the damage from the jab. But, will it restore your DNA to its original
sequence for age regeneration? Thank you!
Skye: Yes
Q: Skye I have a bit of a weird question, with all the Gender surgeries happening now adays what
would happen if a transgender went into one, would it take them back to who they were or help them
with who they want to be?

Skye: That depends on what they wanted. If they wanted to age regress, the bed would initially return
them to their original sex, but if they wanted to age regress and remain their chosen sex an additional
procedure while in the bed would be required to keep the bits they prefer.
Q: I also ask, because Skye had said the machine would dissolve a fake leg and rebuild well what about
Breast implants? and other implants. I have none, but I know people who do. May be something that
is programed in.
Skye: Each person will be evaluated individually. You don't have to have the implants removed if you
don't want to.
Q: Can med beds do anything to fix a person's teeth? Get rid of cavities, straighten teeth, regrow teeth
that have been pulled? Please let me know.
Skye: Absolutely
Q: Skye ...I’m new to your channel and most excited to be here! I created a support group for Broken
Heel/Calcaneus Sufferers, we are currently 1.2K members strong from across the world. By when
could we expect to have access to med beds that can remove hardware, fix our heels and be as we once
were? The mere thought of being able to return to normality brings tears to my eyes! I cannot wait to
share news with members of the group!
Skye: No one truly knows when they will be available to the public. There are reports that a few
countries already have them but I believe they are unconfirmed.

August 19th 2021
Q: Skye: are the Tesla Chambers different from the 3 MedBeds, and if so, in what way? Thank you!
Skye: I don't know much about the Tesla chambers but from my understanding is the chambeds are
whole body healing while the med beds can be extremely specific right down to targeted individual
cells.
Q: Can the med beds remove tattoos?
Skye: Yes
Q: Skye, from America, while I'm sick my goal is to mass produce them here in the city I live in. Then
teach me how to work them. I have had several yrs in health care. I was a specially trained Respiratory
Therapist until I became ill. Then turn our 2 hospitals into holistic healing centers, add the med-beds
and start healing those who can be. Bring in ppl from nsg homes, the homeless and vets. Get teams to
work with me on this plus go thru-out the city and have construction crews remodeling broken down
houses. Fix them. Then those the team heals will have a home to go to after. The ppl the teams help
there will be no costs BUT once healed and able to are going to help the teams as much as possible. My
town built the 30,000 ventilators then we can put together med beds.
Skye: Sounds wonderful 💜💜💜💜
Q: So can the Med Beds undo damage from years of smoking?
Skye: Absolutely
Q: Skye Philosophical question? First I’ll,say that I have no destructive habits except telegram all
day! Don’t smoke, don’t drink, not sick that I know of so don’t really need a medbed except to drop 30

years and grow hair! Now the Q. If medbeds are readily available, or the celestial chambers are in
every home and I want to smoke, drink to excess, or box for sport and get the crap beat out of me daily
or even use dangerous drugs…why would I have to have counseling before using a bed or not be able
to be cured? Just curious, if free will is actually supreme, why not? Again if I’m sovereign, who are
any of y’all to tell me I can’t? Lol. Again just curious. Thanks for entertaining my off the wall Q.
Skye: This is where consciousness must equal technology. This kind of technology is not here to put
you back together, it's here to promote health. Doing all those things because ' the beds will fix me' is
low consciousness and comes under abuse of technology and that will not be tolerated.
Q: I'm a critical care paramedic, I also run a paramedic program from an educational standpoint.
Wondering and some of these mobile versions exactly the same thing you were wondering; what about
the technician level needed to operate the machine, one of my projects has to do with reinventing
emergency medical services in the use of a portable regenerative bed that a technician like a paramedic
could use would be really interesting to me, especially establishing the educational programs. So please
let me know if you hear anything along those lines.
Skye: The med beds that will be available will not be suitable to transport, however there will be many
other forms of medical technology that could easily be used.
Q: Im sure this is somewhere in here maybe but I dont see it so I will ask....can the med beds undo
what this jab has done or is it too late for those folks? I am NOT looking forward to having to bury
most of my family....thanks
Skye: Yes med beds can reverse the damage from the jab.
Q: So I have not seen a Dr in 17 years probably and consider myself healthy other than I am a smoker
and I do drink...I dont take any pills what so ever so that is my way I guess, even though I know its not
good for me, of dealing with the strains of everyday...So I guess that means I need to quit everything to
have a chance to heal? I also want to get younger and live long to fulfill my humantarian calling...sorry
for a crazy question and I probably know the answer but hey we are all here to learn and support each
other so I laid it out there...
Skye: No you don't have to quit. Not everyone who uses the beds will require counselling or lifestyle
changes. Every person's treatment will be individual to them the same as any other medical procedure
or care.

August 20th 2021
Q: I am a newly retired RN in the USA, who worked as a nurse for 20 years. Then I returned to school
to gets my masters in Physician Assistant practice, snd practiced Internal Medicine, hospital &
outpatient practice for another 21 years. I want to train for the MedBed technology to offer services to
my community and beyond. Where do you suggest I begin this journey? Thank you, in advance.
Skye: Raising your consciousness is definitely a step in the right direction. As for the med beds, there
is no where to start training as yet.
Q: Wow so could someone born a man both age regress and actually have a womb and have children if
they genuinely wanted to be a woman? 🤔🤔
Skye: No, you won't get all the actual woman bits. You would need a soul transfer for that.

Q: Is there any chance the bed will help our pets? Or perhaps a different bed for them? Thank you
Skye: Yes the beds work on all biological life.
Q: If you have your pets ashes can we bring them back ?
Skye: No and you wouldn't want to.
Q: Hi Skye I'm verry interest in helping with the med bed in QLD Australia. I have join the Australia
group. Have you and infomation how we can become a part of the roll out.
Skye: Unfortunately no
Q: What are the primary kinds of "healing technologies"? The terminology doesn't really describe
what they CAN do and HOW (kinds of machines and how they interact with the body) they do it. Any
descriptions and help for direction is appreciated.
Skye: I am unsure but I know they will be released along with the med beds.
Q: Got quite a few overweight friends 😁🤭 can it get rid of excess weight too? I would not mind losing
about 7kg's myself 🤭😁
Skye: Absolutely

August 24th 2021
Q: How do we find out where medbeds are in the US. we know alot of veterans that can use 1.. how
do we find them?
Skye: You don't as they are not available yet.
Q: So Skye, is this close to the real thing or just some scam? Thanks. https://t.me/c/1508681294/3503
Skye: That is not a med bed but another type of healing technology.

August 25th 2021
Skye: People please listen to your intuition regardless of what I or anyone else says.
Q: R med beds free?
Skye: Yes!
Q: So in that case the pcr tests may turn out to be a good thing? My son has had a ton of them with
playing college football.
Skye: The pcr tests are fine but the swabs are not, they are part of the dark agenda and is definitely not
something you want anywhere near you let alone your brain.
Q: It is better given truth, no matter how hard. Just because you are given a truth such as that doesn't
mean you give up hope. (Regarding Kent Dunn talking about med beds)
Skye: That maybe his truth but it's not the truth for the new earth.

Q: I hope it is as you relayed. I truly do. I don't want my niece to lose her baby brother and both her
parents. But him saying as he did forced me to be prepared. And it IS always better to be prepared.
Skye: The only way you will truly know is to trust what your higher self is giving you.
Q: Hoping to build a med bed facility. TECHNICAL QUESTION: Are there restrictions as to how
near an airport the med beds can be within range of? (Not sure if communications would interfere with
med bed function and Vice versa). Thank you.
Skye: I don't believe it would affect the beds.
Q: Will there be class or a certificate to administer the med beds ! Reason I am asking is my daughters
want to go into nursing for college waste of money if med beds come ? Rather have them go to college
for med bed training ?????
Skye: There will be training when employed.
Q: I'm hoping to build med bed facility- three human one large animal and one small animal. Are
their building specs? Technical specs? available?
Skye: They will be heavily controlled by the military for quite some time so the technology does not
get abused.
Q: Hi operation disclosure , would the medbed also be able to fix orthodontic issues such as teeth and
bones location adjustment and correction ?
Skye: Yes
Q: Hi have been waiting over a year for a hip replacement surgery, would a med bed be able to help
as I am on crutches and really immobilized. Thanks x
Skye: The med beds would repair any damage.
Skye: Anyone wanting to open a centre with med beds have you really thought about it or is it
just some nice dream? Let's go into a bit more detail, med beds are highly advanced MEDICAL
technology, if you have no idea about medicine and physiology you will need much more
training. Then you need pre and post procedure beds, plus overnight beds, you will need at least
several counsellors, nurses, dietician, not to mention catering staff, secretaries, security, etc.
Then you need all the other technicalities like training your staff, and having staff comes with
accounting and payroll, etc. Having a med bed centre is not just putting someone in a bed for a
few minutes then them walking out perfectly healthy never to see them again, it's making sure
they are healthy minded as well, so lots of follow up care. When we heal someone you can't just
heal the body, the mind must have the healing support also!
Q: Skye: you make valid points here. That is one of many problems hospitals, clinics, etc are having is
finding qualified people to do all the jobs you have listed. How are we going to find people with
training in business, finance, medical, psychological and security especially once Neseara/Geseara is
activated and everyone has money in their bank accounts. It may take awhile to find qualified
applicants to fill all the open jobs that will need to be filled prior to opening a Healing Center. There
are a lot of good hearted people on this site that just want to help but just wanting to be trained to run
these will be a major obsticle in itself and a drop in the bucket of things to be taken care of. I feel it
would become very overwhelming for just anyone to start up their own Healing Center, especially
without any experience. I, for one, wouldn't have a clue on how to go about this but in my heart I
would love to help out in any way I could.

Skye: Exactly. While many hearts are in the right place their minds are not, they simply don't
understand. MED bed centres will basically be hospitals and for the non health care worker, people
just simply have no clue. This is why the military will be in complete control.
Q: I bought 2 cans of the ADULT biohealers they are working well for now but I am interested if there
will be ACTUAL med beds that will heal us in 2and half minutes no I never took the DEATH SHOT.
Skye: It depends on what your having done. Some procedures will be minutes while others will be
several hours.
Q: ahhhhhhhhhh ok that is what I thought ok thank you so much for the reply so what about my
mothers spine her dad chipped it when she was 14 when he was drunk and she has had a bad back ever
since then can it heal her spine.
Skye: Yes they will be healed also.
Q: How difficult would it be fixing my spine once and for all and removing 11 rods .Two are drilled
into my hips to stabilize my spine ? I’m hoping this can be done?
Skye: The rods will be dissolved by the technology and your spine healed completely.
Q: I was in charge of security at Advent Health East Orlando for 21 of my 23 years with them and
really saw everything that went on in all departments. Although this is different that staff list is 100%
true and Security has to be high level and 24/7 for something like this.
Skye: Exactly

August 26th 2021
Q: Hi Skye, I have a friend who’s daughter was born with severe lissencephaly. She is non verbal,
doesn’t walk or talk. She eats with the help of a feeding tube and is still in diapers. Can she be helped
with a med bed? Thank you
Skye: She can definitely be helped.
Q: All people should have every chance at med beds before animals.
Skye: Why? Are they lesser beings than ourselves?
Q: I have to say yes.
Skye: That is a real shame and not an opinion or belief of 5D or the new earth.
Q: Skye, first, thank you for all of the information. We all appreciate it greatly. My daughter is
cognitively impaired, but very high functioning, very smart. Would a MedBed help her?
Skye: More than likely.
Q: Hi skye my fiancé has terminal cancer but is holding up with hopes of getting the med beds soon!
We live kawartha lakes near lindsay Ontario! Could you please send me info on how to get
appointments for them please !! Love and light!❤️❤️❤️💕🙏🙏
Skye: Unfortunately no. There is no information as yet. When they become available we'll know more.

Q: Hello Skye! I was going through the Q&A and I was wondering if you could shed light on this
matter... I have a back disorder, it’s not high priority considering the issues others have, so my question
is when these are rolled out for the general public and we are able to get our initial scan to determine
our priority, since I will probably be a low priority do you think it will be weeks, months or maybe
years before I can get in to get myself healed? Thank you for your time!
Skye: That depends on how many people in your area are wanting to use it.

August 27th 2021
Q: Skye do you know of who I could contact for advice on when Med Beds will be available in
Australia, I am in a situation where the Med Beds could be the only option for me to continue living.
I am 65 years old, due to Cancer I have had much of my Bowel and Digestive system removed. The
last operation they did was to try to remove scar tissue that had enveloped more of my Bowel. My
surgeon advised that he would not be able to operate again if Scar tissue continued to grow. I am now at
that point, my digestive system is failing, anything I eat or drink is passing through my digestive
system within a couple of hours. I am losing weight and have very little energy. As they cannot do
anything medically for me my only hope is a Med Bed, I just hope they will be available in Australia
very soon.
Skye: I wish I knew, I'm sorry. 💜
Q: What's the point of this group if you literally have no information to help him out? There's
technology but there's nothing for anyone? What a scam.
Skye: I have stated time and time again that the information I share and know is from my experience in
the secret space program. I have no information on when they will be released publicly or who to
contact. If that is a scam to you then that's on you. I've never once said I have all the information. You
are free to leave the group any time you wish.💜
Q: I have never heard anything about it curing diabetes! Is that possible??
Skye: Absolutely
Q: I haven't visited here much but could someone plz forgive me for asking this as it has probably
already been answered. But I have a son I'm dealing with right now and he is mentally damaged from
a lot of things. DEPRESSION from his dad being shot in 2001 and using drugs since to cope. When I
can arrange to help with my projects do you think the beds can help him. Thank you
Skye: He will be helped gradually as eventually he will have to deal with the trauma in a positive way.
There will be many spiritually trained counsellors both human and non human to help him.
Q: I wonder if the jabbed can partake in this technology since their DNA has or will be altered?
Skye: Yes they absolutely can.
Q: She is saying that med bed technology can’t Restore DNA after jab, please watch that video.
Skye: That is me in that video. Since I did that video the new information is that the beds do restore the
DNA and heal any damage done.

August 28th 2021
Q: Hi Skye! I had some bad news from my doctor yesterday. He says that accoeding to my EKG, i have
something weakening in my electrical impulses to heart. So my pulse is not regular, but has some
weaker hits every now and then. Cardiologist will examine this, but I want to ask you if Medbed can
fix this problem?
Skye: Absolutely

September 1st 2021
Q: New here and hoping help after gesara goes through and I will be able to retire from my current job.
I would like to help humanity but mostly children since I am a teacher. Also, I want to help adhd
autistic kids since I have 3. Keep me in mind Skye. Since I'm, not sure how to ? @skye so I'll ask here.
I did read previous posts. With autism sometimes comes ocd and anxiety, do med beds correct this
too? Venetian are from Venus?
Skye: Yes, once the underlying issue is corrected, the rest will go also. Yes venusians are from venus.
Q: Hi Skye, do you have any understanding of HOW the med beds can now reverse the damage from
the vaxx when before it seemed clear they could not? Thank you and God bless you-🦋🌟🌸
Skye: No sorry I don’t.
Q: Skye, what do med beds do to our dna? I thought someone said it washes it or something?
Skye: What do you mean? The beds can restore your dna.

September 6th 2021
Q: Skye is there a planet Venetia that is not Venus? I ask because I had a vision that I was from there
and sent to Earth to help kids. Someone in the vision told me that Venetia is not the same as Venus.
This vision took place during a reiki session.
Skye: Could very well be.
Q: Ok Thanks for the info sir. Confused a bit here. You say the vaxxed can be cured now, does that
mean cured of covid or cleaned out of the numerous poisons & graphine as well? Thanks in advance
Skye: The beds reverse any damage from the vax they also cure covid.
Q: Hi Skye. I'm a lady aged 69yrs. I live in UK. Do you have any idea how long myself and people
around my age will have to wait to have a session on the MedBed? Thank you for all your doing.
Skye: The amount of time you'll have to wait will depend on the urgency of your care/conditions. It
will be based on a triage system.
Q: Hello skye In your med bed you have is it possible to age someone back from 80 to 30 years old
again?
Skye: No. You can only regress a maximum of 30 years in one go. I am unsure of how long you have to
wait between regressions.

Q: My daughter insisted on taking the jab against my advice. If I have her baby teeth in my possession,
can her original dna be extracted from those teeth or say from a lock of baby hair?
Skye: I believe it must be a 'fresh' sample for those procedures that require a DNA sample.
Q: Will they heal/cure depression and addictions?
Skye: No. The beds can 'suppress' emotional or addictions but at some point you must face it and deal
with it.
Q: If a woman had a hysterectomy can med beds regenerate parts so that she can have children
again? Also what about hair overgrowth or baldness?
Skye: Absolutely. Yes can also regrow hair.
Q: Hello Skye, Thank you so much for that Q & A write up! It was so informative. The links at the
bottom of that article were not active at all from youtube. Did you save your videos to any other place
such as Rumble or BitChute?
Skye: Unfortunately no.
Q: Hi Wolverine, does this mean the med beds not able to heal those who have the jab? All will die?
Skye: The beds will heal those who have had the vax.
Q: Will the med beds get rid of cataracts? I really do not want to have surgery if they will because I
am very nervous to have anyone messing with my eyes. Plus it costs too much and I do not have any
insurance.
Skye: Absolutely yes
Q: ? Do med beds work for pets?
Skye: Yes
Q: Skye have you heard if the elderly zim holders with projects might access to med-beds pretty
quick?
Skye: I have heard the beds will be managed by the military.
Q: Does anyone know, if a person has an artificial joint like a titanium knee, hip or wrist, can any of
the medbeds transmute this and restore to living tissue?
Skye: Yes the beds will dissolve the artificial limb/etc and regrow the affected part.
Q: How will they go about prioritizing the people for the medbeds? How do we get on a list if we
have a serious condition?
Skye: Prior will be based on a triage system. The most in need will be treated first.
Q: Skye, if a person that has had the jab, but can come up with some DNA, like hair from before the
jab, can the DNA be extracted from a sample like that for the med beds to work?
Skye: Only some procedures need a 'fresh' dna sample.

Q: Hello, Skye! I was thinking about all the wonderful things the med beds can do and I was just
wondering out of curiosity: have you any knowledge of whether the med beds can improve
intelligence, make someone more empathetic, or even more sensual? Just wondering 🧐Thank you!
Skye: Absolutely
Q: Can med beds make you fluent in another language?
Skye: Yes
Q: My idea is to make a set of Med Beds mobile in a trailer (maybe more). Does anyone have the
measures of the Med Beds so I can look if it is even possible? And also I would like to know how much
space we will need around a Med Bed for other appliances? Thank you in advance. Greetings from the
Netherlands.
Skye: As far as I am aware, med beds are not suitable as portable devices. However with the release of
over 6000 patents, you will find medical technology more suitable as portable devices.
Q: my hubby and i are both veterans, do we need to talk to a VA dr. or do you already have access to
our records? is there something or somewhere to get on the list? or wait for someone to contact us/
Skye: There are no lists at the moment. When they are released everyone will be notified on how to
organise an appointment.
Q: The invite mentioned training. Is that a "thing"? If so, how do I get that ball rolling?
Skye: There is no training available yet or information on the training. All that will be revealed with
the technology.
Q: Hi, Skye! I have not noticed this particular question addressed (or anything similar) so I thought I'd
ask directly. Will the medbeds get rid of people's addiction to drugs and pharmaceuticals?
Skye: On the whole, yes. But it will be case by case . If the addiction is for any other reason than pain
or physical condition then the person must deal with and heal the reason behind the addiction.
Q: For sure? My hair is thinning due to hormonal and past medical issues....it can be thick again?
Skye: Yes
Q: Am i right to believe that med beds will restore our body to perfect health?
Skye: Yes
Q: I hear a “rumor” that medbed will alter our original DNA, not just “repair” damaged DNA. Then
we are not human being any more. Is that true?
Skye: Yes, it can do.
Q: I am sorry. I do not understand your response. Please explain a bit more. Will it “alternate”, repair,
or restore our DNA? Thanks.
Skye: Med beds will do it all.
Q: So, it does “alternate” DNA?
Skye: Yes it can.

Q: Can a person use all 3 med beds, if needed? I have a friend that needs the medical, the regrowing
of a limb, and wants the age regression. Is this possible?
Skye: It is possible but most will only the one bed. Each person will be assessed individually.
Q: I think you did not understand what I am trying to say. I am not saying to give priority to the
vaccinated. There should not be discrimination as well, just because people are vaccinated, they will
be at the lowest priority ie after all unvaccinated has been treated, then the vaccinated has their chance
to be treated.
Skye: It is far from discriminate. The fact is, vaccine injuries are a direct result of a choice. Those
choices will not be placed alongside those who is in need of transplants, etc. This is about
responsibility of life choices. This is why consciousness must equal technology. If addicts know the
'bed will fix them' they will continue to live a destructive life. Should they be given priority over a
quadriplegic or traumatic brain injury? No. The point is you must take responsibility for your choices.
Ignorance or simply not knowing is not an excuse. This is part of 'awareness'
Q: When you say the QC (Quantum Computer) will determine order, how does it do that and is it only
doing it for those in the room? Thx
Skye: I do not know the specifics, however I do know it is extraterrestrial technology. The QC has zero
emotion and cannot be hacked so it will place people on the list according to need. The list will be
based on your nearest centre.
Q: Skye, perhaps this has already been asked, but I'm not in the room much, so forgive me if I'm
repeating something that's already been answered. I'm currently having major Mitochondiral issues.
How would one go about getting to a Med Bed, or on the list for a Med Bed when they come out? I
have to wonder if any "medical doctors" will direct anyone to the Med Beds, as this will eventually
take "business" away from them. Thank you in advance for your response.
Skye: When the technology is released there will be a national 'hotline ' to ring to book an appointment
at your nearest centre.
Q: How available will these Med Bed Be for the public. My project working with unfortunate your
men with housing transportation education and life sustainable training for there life time. Will I be
able to have a Med Bed and personnel to operate it.
Skye: As stated previously, the beds will be controlled by the military for some time, areas until the
novelty has worn off. This is so the technology is not abused.
Q: I am aware of "med beds" which require many repeated treatments, but the ones discussed in this
room, as I understand, mostly take one treatment only for most conditions. I understand that some
situations, like a missing limb, may take longer to resolve, but generally we are talking about one
treatment, not recurrent treatments, in my understanding.
Skye: Correct
Q: Can the beds fix multiple things in 1 visit or will you have come back for each healing issue? What
about maintenance going forward? Will everyone go to a med bed for a yearly check up like we do now
with doctors?
Skye: The beds will fix most people's issues in one go. However some may need multiple treatments. A
healthy active lifestyle will not require 'maintenance '.

Q: How does the introduction of the Med beds fit in with the Prime Directive?
Skye: What's the prime directive?
Q: Honestly sweetheart from what I can gather here's how it goes Skye please correct me if I am wrong
- because I don't want to misinform. Here's how I gather it will go from the Q&A and from watching
what Skye has said:
1.) When the medbeds are made public a number will be put out for people to call to get their
appointments for triage.
2.) People will go in for their triage and get their initial assessment done. This will put them into the
computer and via a computer algorithm they will be put in an order to receive treatment.
A.) Please understand that I don't know any details about this process, I do not know what the
computer is going to take into consideration when it's making the order for treatment. I know nothing
about this part. Just the basic information is all I'm really sure of. I apologize for not having more for
you.
3.) By the order in triage from the QC people will go in and get their med bed treatment, counseling or
whatever it is they need.
It won't just be people in this room. The med beds will be public for all people, those of us in these
rooms are interested in being Technicians or helping with the Med Beds in one way or another.
Sorry I cannot be more forth coming with info - I don't really know anything else.
Skye: Beautifully said

September 7th 2021
Q: Will our diet need to be different after an age reduction or complete renewal. Were we supposed to
be fruit & veg eaters when we were created, curious.
Skye: Food is always a debatable sometimes sensitive topic. Basically if it makes you feel good then
have it. Anything that feels good is an indication that you are in alignment with your soul, eating meat
is no different
Q: Would our pets be assessed in the same way?
Skye: Yes definitely

September 8th 2021
Q: Many people suffering in pain. Can we expect their frequencies to be high under these conditions?
Skye: Yes
Q: Ok. Thx. I also wondered what one’s aura would show if they were not feeling their best. Would
not especially represent the best version of one.
Skye: What we understand of frequencies and vibration is just one sentence an entire encyclopaedia.
Physical pain can lower the vibration and weaken the aura but it does not interfere with consciousness.

Q: Ok. Great. Though I hear if our vibrations are not high enough we won’t get the best results. But I
think I know what you mean.
Skye: Again, it will be based on the individual.
Q: Purity of spirit...sharing love and light, to the best of their capacity....I maybe wrong, but those that
are inflicted, can't be held to a standard of a healthy person.
Skye: Everyone is held to a standard individual to them. There is no judgement.

September 9th 2021
Q: There is nothing good about the vax Nichole
Skye: Correct
Q: Has any cabal used the reverse aging technology?
Skye: Absolutely as well as soul transfer.
Q: Just curious why they are investing in adrenochrome when they have access to this
Skye: Because adrenaline is a drug that produces an incredible high.
Q: Will a soul transfer bring back all that have died and released back too the new earth.
Skye: No. A soul transfer is the transfer of the soul from one body to another otherwise it would be
another incarnation/mission
Q: Understand my vision given too me yrs ago I saw a new earth being born then I saw my twin sister
and family members coming back. Was a simply tearful Beautiful vision.
Skye: Yes in the new earth we are fully connected with them, but that doesn't mean they will return to
physical reality. In the new earth we will have an unobstructed connection to source.
Q: I'm firm believer in this tech and know it's been suppressed but one thing that I can't wrap my head
around is if the elites had access to this tech why do Fauci, Clinton,Soros and Bill gates ALL
unanimously look like the post pathetic rancid ugly unmanly dweebs how do they all decide to look
like shit??
Skye: Because they are the puppets. They are not the elites.
Q: I’m sort of new here and trying to find info on my own but with my vision issues, it’s causing a
migraine. I just am wanting to know where to apply or register for a medbed for Canada?
Skye: You can't yet as the technology hasn't been disclosed.
Q: Skye will the appointment be free?
Skye: Yes
Q: They never charge for appointments. It's the office visit that's expensive.
Skye: Not in the med bed healing centres.
Q: How can you find out where the medbeds are located?

Skye: You can't yet as they are NOT available yet.

September 10th 2021
Q: If I don’t include the age regression, won’t my body rejuvenate to some degree anyway, simply
because everything is working properly? For instance, hair color would be restored w/o having to age
regress.
Skye: Correct
Q: Will menstrual cycles be optional?
Skye: I do believe so.
Q: So I've got a titanium plate and screws in my neck, I have a huge distrust for doctors now. I need
the hardware removed, does anyone know if the med bed could possibly help with that?!
Skye: The beds will dissolve the plates no problem and heal any injuries or damage.
Q: It was mentioned here that some types of surgery would need to be done. Can you please give an
example. I was just wondering as the med beds can pretty much seem to heal everything. Thanx
Skye: Any surgery required is done in the beds.

September 11th 2021
Q: But what kinds of surgeries as the med beds heal, replace everything?
Skye: There is nothing the beds cannot fix or at least heal.

September 12th 2021
Q: Wait? lets find out on the Depression/Addictions. If the Traumas are removed, the body is
rejuvenated to heal the cells damaged, {return all healthy cells} How would addiction or depression be
in play? Contradicts the theory of Replacing damaged cells and Trauma? Drugs or Nicotine/Alcohol
cravings would no longer be in the body to stimulate the urge for? Please Explain?
Skye: You can heal the body but if the mind still thinks its sick or still 'wants' whatever the person
craves they will still have the mental addiction. 'Heal the mind, heal the body.
Q: Hello Skye, I dont know if anyone asked about this. I had a total shoulder replacement. Would the
beds be able to have real bone regrowth instead of having the Titanium for the rest of my life?
Skye: Absolutely
Q: If its possible to REGROW missing Limbs..Then.....
Skye: Most definitely. That's what the med beds are most known for.
Q: @Skye I am sure this question is not included in your Q & A.
someone who has been caught in a 5G 60ghz field and survived?
Skye: Absolutely

Will the med beds work for

September 13th 2021
Q: Hey Skye, I had been sifting through information looking for dots to join earlier in the day and was
working in my garden when I had an Intuitive thought in relation to where many Med Beds were being
kept a few weeks back. There was a Q post that was haunting me for some reason, was of several
container ships distributed at different places around the World just sitting idle. I believe these ships are
loaded with Med Beds and other technologies just waiting for the release of GESARA. Take Care.
Skye: Quite possibly
Q: if a person commits suicide can they still ascend to a 5d state of being or will they be trapped on this
3d plain under the control of dracos and evil ones ?
Skye: Yes they absolutely can ascend. What many people don't understand is that suicide is also an exit
from the physical the same as dying from an accident or disease. Religion has condemned suicide but it
is as normal for the spirit as any other way of passing. Remember nothing happens unless it is
supposed to happen.

September 14th 2021
Q: If we are not a doctor we could have a Med Bed center and doctors on staff right ? Some are saying
we would never be able to charge people for usage ? Is that correct ? I am not saying charge people in
need that need but can not afford services. I am meaning if we are located in a wealthy area wealthy
people should be able to pay and services would be given freely to people in need and victims of abuse.
Skye: The med beds are part of the 'new earth ' and the new earth is all about prosperity and abundance
for all, so no, people will not be charged for medical care and good health. Money is very 3D and is not
compatible with the 5D vibration. There is no such thing as wealthy and poor, everyone is entitled to
the best healthcare available regardless of what assets they have or how much they have in their bank
account.
Q: Do you think it’ll be years before ppl are able to get into a medbed if they don’t have a current
diagnosis? Maybe just symptoms, etc., getting older, etc.
Skye: The time frame will depend on what you need done, how many more severe cases are before you
in your area. You may be the first or the 5th million. You won't know until after your initial
appointment.
Q: How far back in age can they take you?
Skye: You can regress a maximum of 30 years.
Q: Why the extensive counseling and on a case by case basis?
Skye: Because everyone is different with different traumas, different circumstances, different
emotional states and triggers. They have to make sure they are not doing more harm than good, that
people are not going to abuse it.
Q: Hiya. If I have my tubes tied and regress to my thirties....then decide at some stage later to have a
child. Can this be reversed?
Skye: Yep

Q: So Ginger I have a fused right hip from my pelvis to my femur with pins would I require a special
surgery to remove the pins first? Also the infection when I was 13yrs old ate the cartridge out of my
right hip joint chewed the ball next to nothing I assume all that will grow back and be healed to normal
correct?
Skye: The med bed will dissolve any artificial/implants and heal the damage in the one go. No need for
surgery.
Q: I found this group randomly through a link and had no idea this was your group, iv had a healing
from you before skye, and it was amazing..wow what a coincidence.
Skye: No such thing as a coincidence. 🤩
Q: So the med bed does help with weight?
Skye: Yes
Q: So Skye, if the medbed can bring you back to full health, is there really a need for age regression?
After returning to full health I’m assuming that we can do pretty much everything we could do at 30
anyway? If so age regression would be more of a vanity thing. True? Or false? Thanks.
Skye: The beds do return you to optimum health, but if your 80 you will have the best health at 80 that
doesn't mean you will be as agile and fit as if you were 30. Age regression is if you want to extend your
life, not for vanity, etc not everyone will be approved for age regression, it's not something that is
taken lightly.
Q: Speaking of kids, can the medbed deliver a baby so the woman and baby can avoid the trauma of
child birth?
Skye: Absolutely
Q: What about cochlear implants?
Skye: Same
Q: Skye can the choose to live forever with an age regression session be available?
Skye: No. You can regress no more than 3 times after that the brain cells begin to die. You would need
a soul transfer to continue.
Q: Hello Skye, I think regular childhood vaccination has caused many types of allergies like peanut
allergies or milk allergies that are severe. Will med beds make those allergies go away even if it wasn't
from the childhood vaccination?
Skye: The allergies will disappear.
Q: Ok. So if one regresses to 30 years & starts aging, med beds can heal the body as it grows old?
Skye: Yes
Q: Ok. So we can live way past 100yrs old with med beds healing us?
Skye: Yes

September 15th 2021
Q: How do you make an appointment? My daughter is very sick with Acute Myeloid Leukaemia and
are desperate for some help. Can you point us in the right direction for help for her. Thank you
Skye: You can't, they are not available yet!
Q: can you add my question to the questions and answer sheet this is mine ........... why cant the light
beings or aliens put the ones they want to train for med beds on a med bed to increase their mental
abilities to learn faster ?
Skye: Because that is a shortcut and short cuts are not beneficial to consciousness.
Q: Ok but if I regressed 30 years and I was running on a track team at 40, I could do that again?
Skye: Yes
Q: These comments strike a chord with me because, for example, in the Philippines, the poor are
denied even the most basic health care. If their family, relatives, friends and villagers pool their
resources to pay a deposit, they will be admitted to hospital for tests and may be treated if more money
is paid. When they are well enough to be discharged, they are held prisoner by armed guards blocking
the exits until the bill is paid. Then after days or weeks of being forced to stay much longer in the
hospital than is medically necessary, their bill is many times higher than before. Then the hospital will
allow them to leave after a part-payment is made and they sign an agreement to pay the balance. When
they can’t pay the balance after an unreasonably short period of time, the hospital seizes the title to
their house/land/farm. If they don’t own any property, they are thrown in jail. I personally know
someone who is in jail right now for a debt of $450, after having already paid more than the original
bill before it was greatly inflated by their being held until the “ransom” was paid. This type of scam is
standard practice in the Philippines. It breaks my heart that it happens and it breaks my heart that I
don’t have $450 to pay the bill for the poor person who is terrified being in jail and whose grandmother
is left at home with no one to care for her. I intend to help with med beds in the Philippines, as soon as
possible.
Skye: Omg that is awful.

September 16th 2021
Q: I'm not sure if this has been asked, but can toddlers use medbeds? I have a 3yr old who had a 34
min seizure, 2 days after her 18m jabs... She now has febrile seizures if I'm not on top of her body
temp. Will a Medbed cure it? Also will it help my ptsd from that night? I'm stuck in 4D do I have to be
completely in 5D? How do I know if my toddler is in 5D?
Skye: A single cell organism can use a med bed so yes toddlers can use them. A med bed will not only
cure her but heal any damage done. Ptsd can be suppressed but you still need to work through it. No
one is stuck anywhere, it's a choice you make to remain or face your demons and evolve. You do not
have to be a certain vibration to use a med bed. The cabal has had this technology for decades and they
are far from higher consciousness. Most kids are born 5D to begin with but society dumbs them down
to 3D. If your child is kind hearted she will still be 5D.
Q: Ohh what about a dog who is semi permanently disabled with a back injury?! Are there going to bed
beds for animals?

Skye: Yes
Q: How about animals with fears and timidity? Can the medbeds treat issues like this & structural
needs on animals?
Skye: Yes
Q: I have read that the med beds will work with intention. Meaning that people have to be open to
receiving the healing. Is this true ? I am so excited about what these new technologies will do for
humanity. I am a Reiki Master and know when I’m doing a healing this way much of it depends on the
receptabiliy of the person. Their intention goes a long way which is the basis for my question.
Skye: No it's not true. The cabal has had med beds for decades and they are not with good intention. If
you want to move forward then a good intention and open to receiving is vital.
Q: Skye have you heard of a healing center in Los Angeles, California?
Skye: No
Q: I know someone who is now in extreme constant pain (even with opioids and anti-inflammatories)
from spinal stenosis (squeezing the spinal cord) and arthritis.
Is there anything I can tell him to give him hope? He would rather use a med bed, but if not, he will
have serious spinal surgery in a couple of months. Would it be possible to instead use a medbed so he
wouldn’t need surgery? It’s now quite urgent due to the pain level.
Skye: There is no way they can use a med bed now, they are not available yet. Tell your friend they are
alive NOW so deal with their issues NOW and not wait for something that may be years
Q: Confused because in Skye's post a few above this one, she states at the end "not wait for something
that may be years". I'm assuming we don't know when they will be available but some clarification
would be great!
Skye: That is correct, no one knows when they will be made publicly. It could be this week or 10
years.
Q: Skye I am familiar with Jared Rand & his Celestial Chambers project. He has yet to build the
prototype as funds are needed first. Are the space force med beds any different from his Celestial
Chambers? Thank you 😊
Skye: I am not too familiar with the celestial chambers, however the ssp are not involved with that
particular technology.

September 17th 2021
Q: We afraid of simple shot but exiting for med meds to make you younger 30 years! Is that normal?
Will end up as a Ai person anyway? I am lost.
Skye: No one is afraid of a simple shot! We have done the research, we have seen the results, we've
heard from from accounts, we make a conscious decision to stay away from it based on fact!
Q: Agreed, and I'm continually amazed at the lack of research that the nursing and medical community
have done where I work. Makes me very sad, actually.

Skye: Exactly
Q: I've survived 12 heart attacks , 2 Aortic abdominal aneurysm surgerys and am now on day 7
fighting cv19 .I'm told it will be 2 to 3 weeks for my lungs to recover from the damage . My doctors are
amazed I've survived this in a natural form meaning I refuse to be vented to save my life im on 60 liters
of o2 is there help for me .
Skye: Of course

September 18th 2021
Q: I recently heard from more then one telegram channel & one YT person i follow that med beds will
also be available here in USA in FLORIDA COLORADO TEXAS.
Skye: They will be available in every major city in every country.
Q: Will they have it in Delaware?
Skye: Is that a major city? Then I guess med beds would be coming there.

September 22nd 2021
Q: Skye I suppose, the Med beds will also help with multiple sclerosis (MS disease). Do you happen
to know how many treatment appointments are needed in MS cases and if the cure is finished after
having been on the med bed or if additional muscle training afterwards is necessary?
Skye: No more than 2 will be needed, however before and after care will be needed depending on the
length and severity of the illness.
Q: I was wondering if I can get my dAughter who gets her nursing degree in December for training on
med beds.. where can I find this info for training?
Skye: Please read the Q and A.
Q: I’m assuming that means vets that are in real immediate need. I’m retired Navy but in pretty good
shape. I would never go into one until grandma and grandpa had their shot. And my wife isn’t a vet so
wouldn’t go until we could do it near the same time.
Skye: It will all be based on triage.

September 27th 2021
Q: Why can’t medbeds come on out now people need them what is the hold up why keep them secret
let the world know about them and lets get them out here.
Skye: They haven't been released yet for certain reasons, the first is there is no money in healthy
people, period!! Then, we have a level of collective consciousness that is quite low, there is already
people addicted to drugs, alcohol even plastic surgery. The beds are not a fix all, remember healthy
mind healthy body, sick mind sick body. The beds do not require you to be in a certain state of
consciousness for them to work effectively either as a patient or operator. However for the technology
to not be abused then yes you need a healthy mind. The beds will work just as well on Satan as it will
on GOD CONSCIOUSNESS MUST EQUAL TECHNOLOGY.

September 30th 2021
Q: Hey All ! I hope I am in the chat. Let me tell you I am going to give the med bed a run for there
money. I was diagnosed with HIV April 4 1991. Over the years I have developed Heart Disease with a
quad bypass. I have had my right hip replaced on rt. 3 times.I have emphysema. Cherosis liver .Broke
rt knee in 20 place and had my left leg amputated from a hit n run . You think I will be able to get a
bed
Skye: No problem
Q: Will all the metals I have in my body have to be removed before treatments...
Skye: Yes
Q: Skye, I have a question, please. When the MedBed performs the diagnostic part, does it produce an
actual “diagnosis” for the med tech, or some other “read out” citing imbalances in the person, before
the med tech initiates healing part phase of treatment. Just curious. Thank you!
Skye: It does both.

October 2nd 2021
Q: How long do you think it will take for the next group of people to be able to have access, after the
first priority? I realize it’s by urgency but is there an approx timeline of when people with illnesses
and needing knee or hip replacements etc will have it available?
Skye: No one knows.
Q: We are hearing the medbeds won't be here till next year.. any info
Skye: No info. The roll-out and public release is not known.
Q: Good morning Sky I have a question for you… when we get the RV I want to set up free MedBed
clinics as part of my Humanitarian ministry… will you be telling us here on your site when they
become available?
Skye: Any information I receive I will be forwarding to you guys.
Skye: Everyone will get their chance

October 4th 2021
Q: Skye what do you know about Queen Romana Didulo?
Skye: Apparently she is legit but I get an uneasy feeling about her.

October 6th 2021
Q: Am new to this room. I need both shoulders replaced. I also have a broken vertebrae in my lower
back. Been told to have surgery asap, but don't want to in these dangerous times to enter any hosp. Had
both hips replaced. Can I have hope the med beds will help me...thank you

Skye: I will never tell anyone to hold off treatment if it's absolutely necessary. You are alive NOW, not
in the future. No one knows when med beds will be available, so the choice is yours.
Q: Yes understand that, but what I am asking is once the med beds are ready, will they help these
problems...thanks
Skye: Yes they will help.
Q: Can med beds remove tattoos?
Skye: Yes

October 7th 2021
Q: I just received word that a very dear friend has had a stroke. He’s 55. Will ppl be able to use
medbed that have memory loss issues/confusion, etc.?
Skye: Yes of course
October 8th 2021
Q: Does Med Bed technology work on Reptiles?
Skye: It works on ALL biological life.

October 10th 2021
Q: Skye, can you give us all a cliff notes version of what the training will be like, the timing and the
expectations for both the technician and the briefing and debriefing counselor positions? Thank you for
your time and your care.
Skye: No details for training have been released as yet, at least not that I know of.
Q: Will the med beds help the BAD reptilian races grow back limbs arms and legs?
Skye: Yes absolutely
Q: I pray they dont and the med beds are used to send them back to the dimension they belong in.
Skye: Why would you ever wish harm on another?
Q: Now I’m confused. If we’re fighting evil, and the world will be rid of it...I thought the evil will be
gone. 😳 How does that work❓
Skye: The technology helps everyone. That doesn't mean the technology will be used on them on this
planet.
Q: I understand your love for all life.
But these bad entities that reside within SOME reptilian beings need to go back to the
reality/dimension their from. Our reality/dimesion needs to be rid of them. The more wasted positive
energy we send out to them the less it will work for them.
Skye: So sending them ill will is more beneficial?

Q: I have been dealing with them for thousands of years. There is no hope for them.
Skye: There is always hope.
Q: As I said I have been dealing with them for thousand of years. There is no hope for these bad
entities. Can we turn negative forces in to positive forces, when the universal law of does not permit us
to turn them to positive? No. Then we rather chanel our positivite energy to get rid of them.
Skye: Your beliefs and choices are exactly that your choices.
Q: Are you really Skye? because the stuff I said to getting rid of certain negative entities, are you
referring to them or everybody on the you tube video the state of the planet at 30:49? Because you
sound very contradictive. Please explain
Skye: Not contradictory at all. I have said that earth is ridding itself of the lower vibration like when the
fleas die on a dog. This technology works on ALL biological life regardless of their vibration.

October 11th 2021
Q: Hey Skye ! I was amazed by your video of 23rd of september. Most of it was purely confirmation
for me. Thank you for your transparant vision! In the video you snooped in 1 sentence, which stood out
and I would love to hear your vision / could you please explain: “emotions don’t exist” ? How do you
experience the body/vehicle if emotions don’t exist? Thank you in advance. (video section 4.)
Skye: Most Emotions are created by the release of chemicals in the brain that are brought on by certain
beliefs. For example if someone tells you that you are a loser resulting in a negative emotional reaction,
then in order for that release there must be a part of you that believes it, otherwise your body would not
have reacted to it at all.
Skye: Therefore the emotion is not real, although it feels very real, simply because your thoughts and
beliefs are based on an illusion.
Q: Skye, I was for some reason, under the impression that you were part of the Med-Beds, their release
and a point of contact for anyone wishing to learn how to use them etc... Was I somehow
misunderstanding your positions?
Skye: I am not involved in the roll-out, training or anything else of the med beds. My know comes
from direct experience while serving in the secret space program.

October 14th 2021
Q: Question does anyone know when med beds will be available in Texas?
Skye: NO

October 19th 2021
Q: Medbeds work on cows, too. The issue would be if it is “cost effective”, or worth using the limited
resources to treat cows when there are still so many people waiting.
Skye: There will be specific clinics for animals. The animal clinics will be run the same as the human
clinics, by a triage system. All lives are important not just human lives.

Q: And how to get a cow into a med bed?
Skye: It's more of a chamber. Same technology works the same way.

October 23rd 2021
Q: I don't want to give you false hope but I heard that (I will research the link again) that those who
passed after 2015 will be making a return. I lost my best friend who I think of every day, and also
know he is with me all the time and if this could ever manifest it would be for me one of the most
incredible things possible....
Skye: Any physical body that is brought back to life would NOT be the same person as when they were
alive as their spirit has moved on. Have you all not seen Pet Cemetery?
Q: I rarely see films anymore. Are you saying if one were brought back to life they would house a
different spirit?
Skye: No they would be a soulless vessel.
Q: Skye, a theoretical question. I am familiar with (more than mental theory) spiritual awareness,
planes, 3D to 11D, but not with medbeds or the moment when Soul connects to a new life. Here's my
question: If a well-dead body is placed in a medbed, does it actually come alive (Soul or no Soul)? Or
is it reconstituted and fresh, but more nearly "newly dead"?
Skye: Med beds can only restore life if the brain still has life. Once the brain is completely dead, the
bed cannot do anything, the bed would then 'collect' the soul to be transferred to another physical body

October 26th 2021
Q: Does anyone know if the Med Beds will cure Tourette’s & Severe Peanut Allergy?
Skye: Yes they will be cured.

October 29th 2021
Q: Hey Skye is there a set amount of years that we can have reversed back on the med beds and is it a
one time thing when you do?
Skye: You can age regress a maximum of 30 years at a time and no more than 3 times anymore than
that and the brain cells begin to die.
Q: Is medbeds real?
Skye: Nope that's why we set up a group for fairy tales! Just kidding. MED beds are very real.
Q: When do you think our veterans will be able to get in a medbed?
Skye: No one knows

October 30th 2021
Skye: Guys the med beds are NOT available yet.

Q: ETA? (estimated time of arrival)
Skye: Nope
Q: Hi skye my daughter has schizophrenia can the med beds help her and this is so exciting to hear
about I have had All of way teeth removed because of braces back when and also was wondering about
if your in menopause would it still help with that ? Again thank you for letting people now about this
amazing technology.
Skye: Schizophrenia no problem, teeth regrown, menopause stopped, reversed or disappear it
altogether.
Q: Do the med beds change how you think and what you believe in?
Skye: They can but that is not what they are or will be used for.
Q: Does anyone know if the med beds will help with obesity?
Skye: Yes it will help
Q: Hello from Missouri, I've been fighting skin cancer and colon cancer for 6 years and been praying
for a miracle, do you know how long it will be before we get a med bed here?
Skye: No one knows.
Q: I guess it will do vision correction too ?
Skye: You guessed correctly.
Q: Repair hearing for peopel with cochlear implant too?
Skye: Yep
Q: If you go into the beds for repair, will the same things come back in time, example incontinence,
vison are they fixed for good. If not go back for tune up.?
Skye: Nope they are gone for good.
Q: will earths population live much longer than previously, 200 years or more or same as now with
some regeneration added?
Skye: Yes
Q: Who will be making the decision as to who gets to use a med bed???
Skye: A quantum computer system that is linked to the med beds.
Q: Who controls where the med beds go throughout the US?
questions💜

Thank you

for answering my

Skye: Their roll-out will be controlled by the military section of the alliance.
Q: (Deleted questions regarding age regression)
Skye: You can go back a maximum of 30 years. All this will happen after disclosure of this technology
so it wouldn't be an issue. Part of the process of age regression is an updated photo id. They have
thought of all that, no need to worry. Nothing about this will be fraudulent. Identification documents
will change.

Q: Can the medbeds heal Fribromialgy?
Skye: Yes
Q: Could it after treatment at the med bed centre, the patient would be given a new identity card?
Skye: Yes exactly
Q: What about kids with autism from previous jabs?
Skye: Yes (Med Beds help)
Q: I heard med beds are in use for the trafficked children and and those who have been in harms way
for a year or so now. Is this true? If yes thank you Jesus! 🙏
Skye: Yes
Q: So does no one die in the future? Just asking. 😏
Skye: Yes they do.
Q: I heard about this site on Neg48 channel. Why would they talk about it if it was a scam?
Skye: It's not a scam! Honestly one looney comes in claiming something and so many jump in
believing them. This is what happens when people don't think for themselves. I'm not referring to you
by the way.
Q: Skye, you said you went to Venus to learn how to use the MedBeds? Could you elaborate on that
experience? (Your YouTube video explaining your trip is unavailable...)
Skye: I will be uploading a video tomorrow. (video section 6. will lead you to all of Skye’s videos
available on youtube)
Q: My wife is a nurse and would love to be involved once they are available in our area. But you just
wait for an invite or see if you’re approached?
Skye: When they are released you will know who to contact.
Q: There are nurses that have been fired this week because of the mandate. How can they inquire about
working in the healing centers and what areas in North Carolina will these centers be opened. Very
interested thank you Jesus.
Skye: They can’t yet.
Q: Hi Skye, how do you see other natural healing modalities, such as homeopathy, naturopathy,
acupuncture, with the roll out of med beds? Would appreciate your insights.
Skye: All of the natural healing methods and practitioners will definitely be needed.
Q: What about adults who have epilepsy, intellectually disabilities who live in supported homes. Who
have injuries from childhood vaccines.
Skye: Yes they will be healed.
Q: I have a Ques my 10 yr old son was born With Cerebral Palsy and Autism, cant walk or talk. Also
fed by Gtube. If Celestial Chambers go by original DNA would my son have any hope of curing him?
His original DNA is obviously altered from birth, so not sure if this would wholly cure him! TIA!!

Skye: He would be completely healed.
Q: I have never been interested in yielding my subliminal mind to anyone but the Lord. Hypnotism is a
gateway to the demonic to gain a foothold. There is a risk when you offer your DNA now that you can
be replicated with it. How can we prevent identity theft when we use Medbeds? Will there be a time
when we can own our own MedBed and do our own labwork to protect our identities?
Skye: Med beds are run by quantum computer, they run by vibration so can detect any underhand,
fraud tampering etc and the computer will shut down the bed and the person doing the tampering will
not be able to use the bed.
Q: IMO, AIDS, HEP C, etc is man made. I got Hep C around 1978, now in "END TIME LIVER
FAILURE" also cancer. Any idea how a 30 year timeline plays in?
Skye: During the age regression process, any and all illness, disease, injuries etc will be healed.
Q: Hi Skye, I hope you can answer my questions.
I was a preemie at birth and was in NICU for a month after birth. The doctor injected 21 different
antibiotics for the bacteria in my blood. I have been deaf. Not sure what caused my deafness. Will the
Med bed diagnose my DNA to see where my deafness comes from? At birth or from the medicine?
Can the Med bed heal my dead hair cells in my cochleas to become hearing? I am a bilateral cochlear
implantee. I think the Med bed can dissolve the cochlear implants by using the energy plasma into
atomic. Pls, correct me if I'm wrong.
Skye: Yes, yes and you are correct.
Q: @Skye, thank you for sharing your knowledge with us. As a disabled person, I can't wait...but here
is a fun question just to make you smile. Will medbed eliminate unwanted hair too? It's one of the very
difficult tasks to remove hair when disabled. 🤗
Skye: Yes absolutely.
Q: I also have cervical spine fusion and lumbar / hip arthritis, very interested in how Medbeds
would work with internal medical implants/devices. I had 3 discs removed from my cervical spine and
had metal brackets and fake bone put in to replace the discs to try to alleviate / prevent the pinching of
my spinal nerve from getting worse.
Skye: Please scroll up and you will find the Q and A also a video explaining this.
Q: Please tell me there will be med beds for our pets. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻
Skye: Yes but they are more like chambers for the larger animals.
Q: How expensive will these treatments cost?
Skye: $0
Q: I watched a presentation about the Scenar and Cosmodic hand-held devices by Emery Smith. He
said he believes they have some level of consciousness. We bought 2 of them, and my hub used it on
his knees. He's had 13 knee operations, resulting from his last jump (literally his last jump) before
retiring from special forces. He has to get outpatient work done about once every 3 months. Since using
the hand-held Scenar/Cosmodic device he hasn't had any issues with his knees.
Skye: That's fantastic. Emery Smith is brilliant.

Q: Are they conscious?
Skye: I do not believe they are conscious, I know the med beds are run by quantum computers which
have a high density AI.
Q: Skye,I am a nurse and I want to help with patients. I was born to care for people. Please contact me
and let me know how I can help.
Skye: There is no where to sign up as yet.
Q: Will the Med-Beds help with neurological problems, like autism, aspergers, OCD....?
Skye: Yes

October 31st 2021
Q: @Skye, I reviewed the 42 pages of q&A and notice on multiple questioned you answered that
medbeds will suppress memory of trauma but people have to eventually deal with it. Dies that mean
all the children that were rescued, and being treated with medbeds, will eventually regain the memory
of all the horror that they went through? It makes me sick even thinking about it. I've been hoping that
they will be healed and forget and live a happy healthy life.
Skye: The memories will be released slowly under supervision but yes they will have to heal those
memories, there is no evolution in ignoring the pain.
Q: If your prostate was removed due to cancer will it give you a new working prostate?
Skye: Yes
Q: Will Med Beds be able to heal eating disorder? Depression?
Skye: Yes
Q: Skye do the med beds get rid of scars?
Skye: Yes
Q: Hi Skye I just joined this group 😊 I follow you on YouTube as well. My question is I’m a
Respiratory Therapist working as a Sleep Technician, how can I get training to work with Medbeds?
Skye: You can't yet. When the technology is disclosed , how to get training will be known.
Q: @skye, how can we support you in what you are doing?
Skye: Atm I'm just giving information.
Q: I learned the med beds will be distributed to all households. Will the med beds use for common
body pain, sinus, cold, and small injury at home? How big are the beds? Are they portable?
Skye: They will not be in your home for quite some time, they will be controlled by the military. They
will not be used for colds, etc as your body needs them to discard 'crap' from your body also these
viruses help keep your immune system healthy. The beds are not suitable as portable equipment.
Q: When will medbeds be available to the public? This year or next?
Skye: No one knows.

Q: Is there any way to clean the entire supply of blood within each person's body? Is there a store of
DNA that does not get damaged within their body from the jab? Bone, marrow, hair DNA, etc? What if
their siblings' or parents' DNA can provide the original elements of their specific DNA? If the DNA is
able to be changed, shouldn't it be able to be changed back to their own?
Skye: The beds can restore your DNA to its original. All blood cells can be 'regrown' so to speak so
within an hour or so depending on your procedure you will have a perfectly clean vascular circulatory
system and dna. Only certain procedures need a fresh DNA sample and those procedures as far as I'm
aware of are not common.
Q: Sorry I meant restore blocked memories!
Skye: Yes
Q: It seems to me it can fix everything. In that medbed video just posted it says the body remembers
the missing or distorted organ, so in a similar way the body retains the original DNA, imho if this is
how the medbeds work.
Skye: Pretty much
Q: This is about the med beds there's a woman said that you have to at the 5 dimension to the med beds
to work on you.
Skye: The cabal has been using the beds for decades and they are definitely NOT 5D so no you don't
have to be 5D. However people who are not coming from their heart or who are judgemental,
backstabbing, lying, manipulators, etc will NOT be considered as staff in any job in any position in any
centre. We are looking for genuinely caring, compassionate, empathetic people.

Youtube and video links
1. MED BEDS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC: https://rumble.com/vf5vj5-med-beds-availableto-the-public..html
2. 2nd med bed video: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=399764908133757&id=100054570892560
3. The TRUTH is the LIGHT: https://thetruthisthelight.home.blog/2021/06/15/comments-andquestions-on-the-covid-vaccine-and-on-the-med-beds-procedures-and-issues-received-on-thevideo/
4. The state of the planet: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ze_1CYdeKqE
5. The extraterrestrial and human hybrid breeding programs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Rtov0Tn4dY0
6. Overview Skye’s videos:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM_Sw2MSIivtZQClAsUssBw/videos
7. MED BEDS NOVEMBER 1ST!: https://youtu.be/oKbtAsMKvM4

